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Introductory.
flie DependeB.ce of Eotator- I enter on 
■u. Olieridcal Constitution*
v ' f he Dependence of Botatory Power on '••
■ ■ Chemical Constitution with special' 
reference to .^saturation*
Optical Dispersion*
» Befr&otiv* Power*
u : ■-■'flic relationship "between'.Optical ■"
- Botatory Power and Befraatire XnflLex
Brp trimental,
i ' Xiscas ion of Besults*
More than a century.has passed since ABAGO^ in 1811, observed
E
that quarts exhibited optical activity. Four years later BIQT 
and B $ m m Z , in 1815, discovered^ that certain organic bodies were 
also capable of exhibiting this phenomenon*
*&
later BASOTB during his work, on the optically active 
tartaric' a dds7 showed, that these bodies crystallise in hcnig&ral ■ 
form, and that therefore such a crystal and Its mlrrow image would 
not be sap erp os able on each other* He actually separated the two 
enaatloxaorphs mechanically* ■ In order to explain the fact that 
the enantiomorphs had equal and opposite rotationsyhe suggested 
that the atoms in the tartaric acid molecule were arranged in a 
right - or left handed spiral, or that they were situated at the 
corners of a tetrahedron*
WISIICOTJS^ demonstrated ,in 18?3}that the structures of the 
isomeric lactic acids were identical, and to explain his resalts 
he said,he facts force us.to explain the difference between 
isomeric molecules of the same structure by a different arrangement 
of atoms in space* * A similar idea haXbeen suggested by OTSJLE^ ' 
end I A I M 0 8*
However TAM IQ1H and 11 BBI\,simultaneously and independently 
in I8?4^put forward their masterly theory. oorraecting optical' 
'activity with molecular structure, and-thus by means of the . 
tetrahedral conception of the molecule they explained the isomerism 
of optically active compounds* A few years later, 11 BIX 
demonstrated-, that nitrogen derivatives could be' obtained in 
optically active.forms, and. since then compounds of sulphur, 
selenium, silicon, phosphorus, cobalt, ohr&miu® and iron have been 
resolved into optically active forms*
Part 2* IEB  DSP SIDESOE OB’ R0K.20BT BOWES 
OH CEEMICAIi COIJSSm'JUQH,
• -Since the "’observation of MOT that certain, organic, 
compdnmdai exhibit optical activity, a great deal of data las 
leon aoexunolated on .this subject*
Many attempts -lair#, "been mate to deduce from ills data a
<t i
quantitative connexion between chemical constitution and
optical, rot&torjr power, tat so far with^ success* fhe experimental
worlc las however established' one law, namely that optical
activity is always associated with asymmetry*
for convenience, tie asymmetry .«&* wMeh deteimiiies optical
activity can. "be classified as follows
(I) asymmetry of condition, :
(if) asymmetry of form-#
In tie first class is magnetic rotatory power, in which tie
optical activity’ is due to tie field of force caused by the .
magnetic field as asymmetric agent* ■
*
Optical activity due to asymmetry of form can he' sub~dM&ed| 
conveniently into ’ two classes ** !
(a) activity due to asymmetry of crystalline 
structure, ,
(b) activity toe to asymmetry of’ molecular 
structure* . . .
Included in class (a) are such substances m  quarts,. sodium
CL
chlorate/ bemmil, cinnabar, the activity.of which disappears- 
when they are dissolved or fused* the case , of tartaric acid is !
different,, because tartaric acid exhibits optical activity "both 
in the crystalline state and in solution* Sims "both the 
crystalline structure and the molecular structure are J
asymmetric, solution merely destroying thenformer and not the |
latter* . ■ Glass’ (b) includes all these organic compounds in f~
whtch&carbon atom or some other atom is linked directly to four! 
different radicals. Only those■ compounds containing an f
Additive Property* . '
fh@ various attempts to treat' optical,activity as an additive ■ 
property as suggested "by GtHTIS^  and CEUil BKOWH® have not been very 
'successful# . SU11 ,• suggested,that as optical rotatory power is a . j 
property which depends-upon'the difference between the four, groups j 
or radicals attached, to the' asymmetric carbon, atom, if. some ■ !
particular property (e.g* aas£f volume tetc). common.to all four ' -
. . j
groups be,chosen# it would, be possible ■ to express: rotatory power;" ,j
by means of an equation*' i
. . . . . . . . .  ... . = . ....
.OIIB - calculated the^  wproduct of asymmetry*1, from the relative] 
masses of. the four groups attached to .the asymmetric . carbon, atom# | 
and.the distances.of: their respective centres of'gravity from the .1 
centre of the tetrahedron containing the .-asyrametrie carbon atom* j
a. !
OBUM BE0A1 .however,suggested that each radical should-ha ve^vslue ;
*]£*, which he stated to be a. function of the -composition of' the j
radical* Tory soon after the postulation of-these-'hypotheses* 
WAllM9;investigated a.large number of derivatives of active amyl 
alcohol with the specific-object of finding if these theories of 
GUIS and CHUM BEG 11 were sound, fhe results of W1I1.SI# and also 
those of PItJK'I1,0 from an Investigation' of. the derivatives of I
, asparaginet indicated that the theories were untenable* fihe !
hypotheses of GUTS and CHUUt BEOfI - therefore fall into disrepute. - 
. - Xater two , other workers CHAB111^5 and SIHOBBKI deduced a 
- formula ^ from, which - the magnitude • of the rotatory power-of a |
compound could be calculated. -.,Ilany deg*i-vativo-3-were; found and . >
this,formula was soon abandoned*
...Beeently* has given an electronic conception, to the 1:
value "** .postulated by OEM BEOIIH* HUE suggests that the value I 
whn of OEUMBBOAU'is some function,of: the: electrfcst&tic moments J
exerted by the constituent parts of the chain attached td the j
asymmetric carbon atom** She same worker however offers no [
investigations-to determine the inter-relationship 'between chemical 
constitution ant optical rotatory power^Ke chose first.of all the i 
various esters of 1-amyl alcohol with, the saturated und.uns&turated 
acids of both the aliphatic ant aromatic series*-. -fromnhis results j 
he concluded that the effect of: ^ saturation; ms. to increase 
optical; rotatory power*; later • ^ . he . says that: -the: 1-amyl alcohol, 
he used was’ not optically- pure# hut the comparisons .between the ; j 
unsaturated and the - corresponding saturated, compounds are un&ffeet-j 
ed thereby* fhe ' same, worher g9- studied the effect .of struetural ; ! 
isomerism in open chain'compounds* ..later ^  he compared the . - '
r A I
optical rotatory powers el stereo-isomerS&m* In general., it was I
found that on comparison' of '■ the amyl esters of malic and citraoonio; 
acids with the "esters'.of the ..corresponding stereoisomer is acids, !
the molecular rotatory 'power ef the fumaroid. .form - was , on. the 
average 4*5°; higher -than that of th^ialeimoRd • form*- \
ft
Struetxoal Isomerism In Benzene Derivatives*
; Many worh/ers have'investigated the effect of. structural
isomerism on rotatory power in benzene derivatives* and the fact
was early e stab Used that position isomerism exerts a considerable
influence upon the rotation of these isomers*- Perhaps the most ■
Co
striding are the results obtained by coxim 2^-snd his eo-worhers 
with the menthyl esters of substituted benzoic acids* fRAJIXLAfX^ 
has' found that the. following generalisation appears to explain
most of. the facts /*ihen the rotatory powers of a mono substituted ?
benzene compound and, the three possible &i~substitution products 
are compared, the para derivative has the highest rotatory power, 
then comes the meta,then the unsubstituted producttand finally, j;
£ ' ■ -*n-tLtr~ - if
l^owest of all,the otheg compound”* - !
the order therefore is -
p~ m-,unsubstituted.e .ortho ;|
Homologous' Series*. , .
fSGHU0Alff^ studied the changes In tlx© rotatory powers of -
u> \
tlx© ©erasers of. homologous. series# He prepared the outers of ■
l-borneol with many, normal acids* ,4 comparison, of ..the Rotatory 
powers of the members .of this homologous series:-of' esters led him . 
to the following conclusions j ::, ■
The molecular rotation increased as the series, was ascended : 
until a maxi m m  was. reached f and then remained practically constant; 
Beyond this 'constantV.value,the .mass of the substituent .appeared : 
to hare no further, effect* He found .that this rule did not hold 
if an aromatic group he present in the molecule unless the 
aromatic group be,situated some distance from the asymmetriccarbon 
atom* . , . . ..
The results of the researches of GUT#3 . and CEilAHil,' of . 
PHAIKIAIB sndMiGGrEBGfOS2^ f and those of many -other workers 
support-TSCHUQAfflf1© views*. .
. The worts:, of .the-author: of this thesis, is: of particular 
interest in.this^respect*. ■ The homologous series.?*:
-.. »
■ ■ OHg a 'OH ;".-
in which B is .methyl ethyl, n*propyl and nfbutyl respectively has
been prepared and examined polarimetrioally,'and.it is the first ■ 
instance of the comparison of the rotatory powers of the members 
of a homologous series of unsaturated compounds., of simple
constitution*The' four members investigated are liquids and the
famousegeus state*
A comparison of the molecular rotatory powers of the member© 
of'this homologous series agrees with the views.of
[Ml*/*-
" cUMethy! vinyl earbinol ~1?*4£°
*1 d-Ethyl ' . * 22,79°
&-n-Propyl n ■ H ■ 14*75°
d-n-Butyl " . -7. » 12.5_o
powers then slowly decrease* ■ '  flute \ n ..snows w * * ?  v w  V  Xf  u v » U 4 . w « « >
platting the '.moleaular rotatory "powers at the foiling: point. ..
The y I ire Carlaon- chain**; Theory* . .
•low the factors determining'themagnitude'. of 'the : angle of £h 
rotation of optically active oompoxmds arc the following.s*
(X) «• flie length of the aolism o f . . t h r o u g h  which the.beam
- o . . .
•■■of polarised light hs^to pass*.:
' (£)y,Tha wave length of the light employed, in the measurement* 
f 31 * ;The temperature of the. substance tm&er. observation*
Ihe nature ..of the- solvent (if any) employed*- •
■ (5)*:The concentration of the solute in the solution*
11 .• will • readily. he seen ,that the,, number of factors .influencing the 
magnitude: of the angle of rotation are-too great to permit the 
determination of any simple ■ general quantitative relations between 
chemical, constitution and. optical rotatory power,unless special 
precautions .are 'observed either to eliminate some of them .or. to keep. 
their -effect: constant . throughout any series of observations#
:. Such- precatitions were not observed by. the. earlier investigators, 
further• their• work suffered from, other drawbacks# .
:■ (a),- Complex naturally, occurring, optically active substances
: ; were used-in most eases* with no definite, proof that they
- •: were ■ optically. pure fthat is* fully resolved; are therefore
- ■ exhibiting their maximum rotatory, power)# The majority of
■ these • compounds .contained; more than. one' asymmetric carbon
'.- - -. atom'and the individual,effect of each asymmetric atom
■ could not be determined* -
%  I0T1* This series of secondary alcohols will be called the
VIS11* series throughout this' thesis*' ■
^  ou^/fajr^ J(oula^o (o &vwvr. Ir(ii. JLaLo Ajy^ Wt
-8
Ao I vKxulA. ((xvtr^j^Uvll
., (e). Hie use of light of one .wav© length only,. usually the 
Sodium D liney to determine .'the optioal. rotatorj 
power# thus completely ignoring the.effect of 
. dispersion*"';
(d). little or" no'attention was ..given, to ■.the .effect .of 
temperature*:
However noimtD andXEIIQI3® in,1907 having.dieooverea-a .simple and
fairly general method, for the resolution of alcohols into their
optical isomerides,started a series of researches with.'the definite
object of finding,if possible,a quantitative relationship between
chemical constitution ant optical rotatory power# fhey 33 were
undoubtedly the first workers to consider that the following '
requirements are essential,in order.to correlate the' facts of
chemical constitution and optical rotatory power*
(1) The compounds Investigated have a simple..
chemical 'structure*
(&)«They should have only one asymmetric carbon atom in -
the molecule* . ...
(3)*The effect of various radicals, and groups on. the.;- •
. iotatory power should only he compared,when they are
attached directly to. the asymmetric carbon, atom#, :
■ (4)«Th© compounds should he. liquids,and; their rotatory •
powers should he measured in the pure state and at
* . , different. temperatures*. (later f in ,1014 ,PICKM3)3^ and
iCdKr&M
Kenyan suggested that valuable information, could he * 
obtained hy the use of solvents)*,
'{5)vfhe compounds should not all he derivatives of one 
parent optically active-compound# tMs minimising the 
' possibility of error if the parent substance should 
prove to.he impure or incompletely resolved*
hyixogen... atoms' In' tartaric #glyceric and malic acids and in horned I 
and menthol«sa®
f 1CKE1) h &E3T0H : chose for their investigations three, 
homologous "series': of secon&ary ■ alcohols # 1 as; satisfying the ; .
conditions they deemed necessary* ' \
1. : The 'Methyl1 series 36
C%CH(0H)H '
: . in which 1 is: a normal saturated; awlem hydrocarbon radical
and represents any of the groups from ethyl to n»tmdeoyl# 
11*..- ffce I Ethyl* series ^
€oIhG1{0HJH:& Q ■ : .
in which H. similarly extends from methyl to nipentadeoyl*
111. Tiie 'isoBropyl* series. 33 
(CH3iga.OH(OH)H
■ in which B extends from methyl to irs&ecyl*
■All these secondary alcoholi wern synthesised'and resolved Into 
their optical'isomexldes* fho members of' thnse three series were
O (K/VrsJ^
examined polar imetrio&Xly, and later the4feAworlcers investigated M  
homologous series of esters- of these and similar alcohols,with the 
normal-saturated aliphatic monobasic acids
b  'MMKLkkl) had said/’according to the commonly accepted 
views of stereo-chemistry, a continuous chain of five cm'bon atoms 
will all hut return on itselff and beyond this, further additions 
to the chain will lead to such interference1 as must necessitate a 
readjustment of the enact "positions occupied by the carbon atoms 
in a shorter, chain* It is surely highly probable that the stereo 
chemical' etaige should be betrayed by some irregularity in the 
rotatory manifestations* for example* by'the exhibition of a, 
maximum rotation in those series in which the ascent of the series 
leads to .an increase in the rotatory power”*
©. that their reeulfe supported the view .that the 1 straight* earbon ■ !|
. -.' ■' A^sj
chain- assumes a helical or-spiral form m  space* with fire»or . ■. j 
: possibly six-atoms in a complete turnphecause irregularities are 
indicated' in. the optical rotatory powers ©f .an homologous.’ series , !
.’when "one of Its' members contains an unta&anQC& ;chain of five* or 
a multiple of fire9 carbon .{or carbon and csjygeu) atoms,In general ' 
it m s  found that the magnitude of the rotatory powers of the J
members of homologous series rarf' in-'a,regular manner as previously . | 
found by fSOHUGAlff , floe ait)' but' that this 'regularity, is- often 
disturbed at perfectly definite points in.the series; such points .] 
representing members' of the aeries as stated above* - |
■ 7 '■ .■'■■ • v ■■■■■. , , j
■ In some cases the irregularities occur when the whole chain of ; 
carbon'atoms'in the molecule completes one or two turns , of .-the ■ |
spiral*'whereas in other cases the irregularities occur when the 
hoariest radical attached to the asymmetric carbon atom forms a
'K^ ojU: |
spiral chain completing a whole number of'turns*Tfee^investigation j 
•of Various series of' optically act ire ethers by XEMJQN and his 
0O~wor£©rs supportHn general these conclusions,'
The' whole of the work of. H O M E D  *KCTI0I and their co-workers j 
Is admirably eraaaarised up to 1923 by BICKAHB.KEMYOB ana EOFi'ER41. ; 
The conclusions of these wor&aqbs thus another link In the chain of : 
evidence that connects chemical constitution'and'optical rotatory 
■ power, |
The members of the 1 Vinyl1 series satisfy "the conditions ' 
considered'necessary for the study of optical rotatory powers by 
H O M E D  h iOTYOI floe oit) and it m s  of interest to find if the 
results of the investigation of "this series supported the views 
of these two workers and fBAlKLMi),
The rotatory powers of the members of the homologous series 
investigated by H O M E D  and XMt(M do not • vary a great deal from
.*11*^ - - ■ ■ j
more enhanced % h m ' In the series investigated %  & XMfOiSr*
fMe. ..was,found to be as. ombiadp&bed* ;..&n Irregularity is •
’ odearly' to be "seen in .the. case of ethyl-vinyl-carbinol...
• 5 ■ 4 ; ’ ; ’ ‘ : : ' ' / ’ ■ '
■ ‘ ' ■ ‘ • • .-.CHft •. * OH
\  3
OHOE , ■ . ■ . . ■ .
- , ; ■ .’Cttt. - c&»- . ' ■
; ■ - J- - .'-" 1 • ' - E ' , ■ ' . ■ ■;
iMs.raeaber Eas the highest, specific and molecular rotatory power 
: of the Tinyl series# fhe curve of the rotator y powers (Elate ) ) 
indicates-this Irregularity # Ethyl^vinyl~car binol eon tains a chain 
of five carbon atoms,and its high rotatory power is thus in 
agreement with the views of EIC2CABD and KMfOH tioa citU•
; If however the 'curve of the rotatory powers' of the hj®xog®xi 
phthalic esters' of the vinyl' series be compared,with similar 
' - curves for the members of the homologous series investigated by 
PI G.EAHE-and ICEff CM there is no ^re semblance * the rotatory' 
powers of the hydrogen phthalio eaters of the members of the- 
1 vinyl1 series' lie on-a smooth curve (Plate I } with no 
'irregularities .
Comparison of Birjy' and Open Chain Compounds* . .
OQ /(oL/O
. fhe investigations of 1A111E. _ and^o~w$r&er$ deal with the 
effect of ring formation on optical rotatory power# EJIXHIB^ and 
113fOHfAIHES compared the rotatory power of the open chain esters 
Of . 4 methyl Z oyelopentaneene c&rbo&ylie acid
with the esters of
; j& methyl adipie acid - •■ ■' '
and found that the ring compound had a rotation,thirty, times the 
magnitude of that of the . open, chain compound* and
SOEOlOlif similarly investigated the influence of ring formation on
. W W W * * .  v » . l *  . w a  « r  w o w  w  » » —  v  w r * . * * * *  » w  ’ ■ ' ■ ’ - ' s *  " a t . — : " * *  - * •  ^  - —  '   - ■ m
and states that ring formation has im infImenoe upon' the rotation' ' 
of a compound similar to that' produced by mseturd kiony in.. general ’ 
it raises the.rotatoiry.power*'.
■:- ■ ASOEMi^ 'observed an exception to this rules camphoric' anhydride 
toe a.much lower rotation than camphorio acid,
■ ,s ■. • ■ • ]
■ The or et i o al cons 1ft er at ions»:
The • ooimeotion: between optical activity ’and the: electronic 
theory has heea dealt with hy ire: BOBS47 >a& others, 2UX. S0EI 
suggests that optical., activity possibly depends; ‘ on .the '/specific 
influence of\\s definite^ limited number of .aeyjaaetrically disposed 
electrons* The' ssae worker lias treated the subject, mthematically, 
and lias arrived 'at the following conclusions « ' - \
(1) . That b molecule.containing only three fparticles” |
attached to it cannot he optically.activetbut that ' !
every molecule containing more than three ^particles” 
may he potentially optically active if its structure 
■ is sufficiently asymmetrical*
(ill The simplest structure being that represented hy an 
asymmetric - tetrahedron* |
This is evidently a step towards some hind of electronic asymmetry 
rather than group asymmetry# ■ . ■ ■
However if optical,. activity, is due to certain specific electrons;.
• •|ov'CiL^»
these must he influenced hy the electric. $££&&. of the four groups 
attached to the asymmetric.carbon atom* There remains & huge 
field for. enquiry and research from this standpoint* and one which 
should yield some quantitative relationship between chemical 
constitution and optical rotatory power*
- 1 3 -
four or five .years;to. the study of ..the-, relative polarity of atoms 
and■ groups as..revealed• in the' chemical;and physical-properties of 
compounds*. HUH (loo ait I suggests-that there is a relationship
<X/vJL 4c€ "jurfc
between the optical', rotatory' power^of the substituent groups
attached to the asymmetrio . carbon atom#. Iso assuming that. "one
of the factors governing optical rotator* power is the electric
attached,
field- exerted a t .the asymmetric -atom:by the/side'chains, if would, 
he anticipated that.the .influence - of a substituent group on the 
molecular rotation ‘of a ' compound would..depend in sign irnd magnitude 
on the polarity, of the group”-*' It; is well Icnown ,that the effect of 
a group on the rotatory power is the greater the nearer the group 
is to the asymmetric'atom* fhls.is particularly prominent in the 
.case of unsaturated groups, and BIJH suggests that this distance- • 
Influence of groups is.due to the fact that an.finduced* effect . 
does not appear to be.transmitted appreciably through a saturated 
chain of carbon atoms* fhis Is in agreement with the views of
who states that *the alternating effect is transmitted 
but feebly by saturated atoms"* ;
BtlH : arranges various substituent groups, e*g*
* OH* 01*. OEg ' C00H ioE ,
;ln a series - which, represents a gradulltransition from high negative 
.to high positive'polarity* fie compares the molecular rotations of 
various substituted optically active compounds in-which the
/V*C/rxftA.
substituents are &sa§4, e* g*
the menllyl esters of mono substituted benzoio'aolds
■' C J  X , 00 H 
64- v- 2
X - 001 ,l.t 01, BytCH fIf H f 00 H, 10 ' 
o ' ’ * 3* * * 8 ’ 2
and in which X .ts&ea up the ortho, raeta-and para-positions
(V-wl, ffaL cd —
respectively. • Hie mono^ ^^-substituted benzole esters were 
prepared and Investigated by OQKEI^, and whilst affording a very
-14- ;
Other series of optically active compotmds,in' which the influence 
of'substituent' groups appears to be In agreement .with the .*polarity1
view,' are'quoted' by B'UXS •
"A. consideration' of all the dataleads to the generalisation, that 
the replacement of a hydrogen atom in an optically active .compound, 
by a positive 'substituent displaces the rotation in the ..opposite., 
sense'to that due to.a negative substituentt and. that.the magnitude ; 
of the'displacement' corresponds more or less closely'to the , 
position.of the'substituent in the *polar* series*
Shis is 'a' definite attempt "to link up chemical constitution - 
with rotatory power from the •electronic* standpoint* ,4s optical 
activity is' such a highly constitutive property , if is probable . 
that it is intimately and fundamentally connected with the 
electric field'at the asymmetric atom* Bseh group attached to .the 
asymmetric atom exerts an electric f£#&& there, and a change in ■ 
the intensity of the electric .££*34. exerted by a radical would be 
expected on changing the nature of .the radical, that is on 
substitution. '''■•'
In reviewing the vast accumulation of observations, over the 
whole range : of optical activity, it-, appears that rotatory power is 
a highly, constitutive- property, but. a satisfactory quantitative 
relationship between chemical constitution and rotatory power has 
not yet. been evolved. ■
M B S  3.
n m m v z s m  of eosasobt »' tu m  ceshicai.
OCBSSISreiOH WISH SBBOIAB liES’SiESCS so 
03SATU2ATIOS. • '
ueeial reference to nnsa'turation#
: : ' m m m *  : ■' •
Introductory*-
Influence of. an-ethlyenia linking*'
•. ^ • . , .,
Relative effect of an'ethylenio Uniting and m  
aoetylenic linking* , > *. .
Influence' of conjunction
(a)« Two etkylenio linkings•
Cb) *.. An QthglmiQ. linking and a phenol group* ,
.(a)* • in .ethylenfc linking and a o&rbon^l or ke tonic
. group*- , .; . .
(&}# Ceatfigttatftfeen between car Don, nitrogen and 
. . oxygen* ., '•■.' :■■ - . .
Influence of the phen^ *! group, the carbonyl or .
ket onio group etc, ■ ■... a ---u.
Influence of an accumulation .of tmsaturated groups*
SvmmTj rmi theories*
rotatory power♦■;.'..2?SOE0,CrAOTl. (loo. ait) later demonstrated that the 
phenyl group if situated near ‘the asymmetric at on enhanced the 
rotatory power*.;, Howeverthe same- worker did not appeer.io at a to 
'that the predominating effect of the phenyl group is‘ duo to its . 
xmeaturated naitare* ■■.
: fke. systematic investigation of. the influence. of msatnratian 
on rotatory power has been undertaken. by many workers, more • 
particularly by E11XIT1I*. XrtEHS- and M s  ao^worters* m » : 'and 
1 0 B S m :and
tTnfcrtum.tely most of the investigations la this special branch 
of optical activity have suffered from all the disadvantages" 
...outlined in fart (tl of this thesis*' fo these disadvantages ' 
another can he added ,namely, that. the choice of the oompoim&s for 
the'study of the - influence of any .one particular type, of unsatura­
tion. on optical rotatory power*, was not sufficiently critical or 
discriminating from the point of view signally of that one partioitoj 
type of uasa teat ion* : thus * for example, on eatemlalng' the, influence 
of an ethylenia lining# the investigators have, generally employed | 
; compounds containing other nnsaturated; groups ■ as well as an ethenoid 
group,j as for example tee tonic and phenyl groups* when It could, not 
he . assumed that the influence of such groups is constant throughout j 
a series of investigations*. In some instatices/ notably the work of ■ 
HIlMfOH, on the brucine salts of saturated and unsaturated acids t 
the constitution, of the ♦active*, part'.of the molecule is unknown#
^  this thesis considers', that a re-investigation of , 
yy ^ saturation on optical rotatory power is therefore desirable* With 
this object in view he has examined polarimetrioally the. first four 
members of the *vinyl* series* .
g*; fhe influence -of an ethylertlc linking# •
fhe. work, of Walden (loo ait) on the l~&myl esters of a number 
of aliphatic and aromatic esters enabled him to conclude that the • 
influence of an ethylcaic linking'compared with a single linking,
causes a marked increase in the. molecular rotation* the following
.figures illustrate ,the type' of results he obtained*
* 16-
’ ' ) IX, 39 ^"
rjU * olimama1»0' ~10*O5of *
Hlia)X10H6f In M s  earlier attempts to 41 scorer the /influence of an 
etfcylenie. linking on opt leal rotatory power, mployed the bornyl &n& 
menthol eatera, and alJcaloiaal'gaits' of pfcenyX~propioni<i ©ml o|imaMle; 
acids respectively*.. Ho was-net ale to arriv© .at any definite 
• conclusions from, the results lie .obtained*. ...X&tear^  the same worker 
.examined polarimetrlc&Xly the esters of &«s©d'.*ootyl'alcohol■ with 
# phenyl prijdomio and.cinnamic sails*.and with succinic,£nomrio
; SoVvOl^
.and $aleia.acids* ..2Xfce alkMoidal;salts of these acids were also 
investigated*. Ihe following values due to EtlHXfOE indicate the 
: exalting influenoe. on the rotatory power of the ethyl©nic linking*
Mj)' Difference 
6
. d-methyl'he^yl c&rbinyl phenyl, jnropi&aate * 11*90
" n ■ . . ■* ; ! cfconamte ’ + 30*SS ' ■ '
EXUJIf OH after a' consideration of all M s  .results .arrived' at a 
similar eonelusion to However although, since then other
ifcsL ‘ 'oj HildiToJ
Investigator© tor© agreed with conclusions* yet the oompotmd©. 
he examined were particularly' badly oho sen for mi investigation on 
the special influence .of an ethylenlo linking 'on .rotatory power*
• 1© early as X903, BUPE^ had postulated that'm. etfcylenio' 
linking exerted an exalting influence on the rotatory power whoa 
close to the asymmetric carbon' atom* '/later the same worker* after 
am investigation . of the menthyl. eaters of various saturated and the 
corresponding tmgaturated acids,- indicated ttet the influence ef on 
. ethylenia linking depends cm its proximity to the native complex,, 
and that,at a comparatively great distance from the asymmetrio 
complex it© effect is negligible,- and in some oases it^bas a - * 
depressing effect* fixe following figures are chosen from;Ms 
results tsn4 demonstrate' in a, striking manner the influence of an ' 
"etbylenio. linking on the.'rotatory power, when situated at varying 
distances:from the active complex* 
jUMemthyi ester of ~
~ • • . Orotcnie eoid ' ~£03*10
Aip lent ©nolo ; « 177ti©
” ” 172,50
W d  ” " ISO,SO
Ilexsnols aoia -163.5® Ajl ,. , „
- - 154.4° ^ e a o U  " 172.4
■lefctemdt« - tol-^X.^.a?Jf ...•>;. ” 104.1
: s V - v : -■ f ' C y o l o h e x m e c a r b o x y l i ©  a a i 4 . r . ~ § 9 # l i &
■E^XIEB91' investigated the effect of'an ethyleni© llnldng la 
the nucleus containing the asymmetric carbon atom, .the m m p m M S  
employed being tlx® eyano-aXJqrl camphors*
,vROB. .■■■•>'Vr- ■ ^ 0 0 1
w l  • ,  z r ' ■ q 8 % 4 .. ;
■. . ^ ^OssO ' " ^QOB
(E is as? hydrocarbon radleal) 
which earn ©xisf la two tautomeric forms# HAXXEE obtained tlx© 
following values when X was n-propyl and ateyl respectively*
w „
.0, Cyan© n~propyl camphor -k  90*0° ■
0. ' * ' ' ■ ■ V  ■V'lfifc.O0 '
OdO/vi
■ 0. Cyan© osmphor f 49*09
0 . - . *  M ' "  ■' '■ T 1124*0® ' ■
finis in each ease the ©nolle form has a higher rotatory power than 
the corresponding bet onto form, and therefore it appears that a
■ i • : ■.■'.•
double bond in the ring containing the asywtric carbon atom
. ' • • • "  ’ ' t
enhances the-rotatory power#
oJLby(L
' However it will be also observed that in each case the &Bsyl
C/T
derivative has a small rotatory power than the corresponding gu
SdoAtoui
propyl derivative, thus indicating that an eMyXerdc linking^ som©
•distend© from the asymmetric complex has a depressing effect#
There are other examples of this phenomenon# Fh hJ*!!!)87 and
ffISS, and:iirEAIH.Ill)^ 8 XOIB have shorn, after a comparison of
the optical rotatory powers of Sr propyl sad• &43^~ami&© derivatives
of tartaric acid and malic acid, that the n-propylaaide derivative
oJtUA
has a higher molecular rotatory power than the corresponding sl%3.
derivative* and O’SElllfll investigated some n^propyl
oJ&nJL- -
and alh-fl derivatives of' menthol* The compounds examined were
liquids and their rotatory powers were determined at temperatures •
0*1
*L
_
the oarboa. at©a* In ©cm® ©a©® a the; m-*propyl. ■ derivat iv©
cJUUz
had a lower rotation than the «3*yi derivative ©*g*
GjJlyt ts
Menthol ©Xfeyl aminoacet&te - 160#5®
■:' v ' ' *" ■' " ;3EwprbpyI’ ' 11  -158*3® '
■ • Montho^raootio attyl ester - £34*4®
,f xi* propyl' £31*1® \
RTOS» m &  11I2EJ3BB faai a similar esamplo in the ©as® of
oJlUL
the introduction of the- ©3^1 .group in the raenthyl eaters of aoeto- 
aoeti© acid and hensoyl<»aoetia aoid* ;- 
;' ' TI&b 'work of i s J i I M ) ‘& 0 ; © s  of considerable ■ ; 
interest heoause temperatiw effects were considered a&dth® optical
■-■ ' ’" ' ' "*■'   jQ,
ohserrations were taken when the compounds were in the homogenous 
©tat®*.. h^®. oonolusion of these$two. investigator© supported the ' ! | 
findings of BlfPl; namely that an ethylenlo linking at ©Comparatively; j
' ' i  'I
'large distance from the asymmetric carbon atom sometimes lias a j j 
depressing influence on the optical rotatory power*
The.investigation© of the author, of this thesis afford some 
definite evlieno© m  the influence of an ©thyleni© linking^ on 
rotatory power# '^he* Vinyl* series, of secondary alcohols is an 
ideal one for the investigation of the effect of un saturation 
because
'fXI ©11' the members investigated of the * Vinyl* series * 
investigated > • ■ ; ■
•E
: ^>QBOH
GHg CH
. satisfy all the conditions considered necessary by ROTl^d 
■ ou^ L yiCJC*R3> and SJXQf, (V,dJ:)
(ill the corresponding saturated compounds have been previously| |. 
investigated by BlOXBBl) and JCEOTOIJ^ j end hence a direct j j 
comparison can he.made between optically pore unsaturated ' j i
-22* j
*%**!*<* *>**»’: *«*’
me^thyl,**ethyl-* n-$T©pyl-.:an& n-tatylvinyl' earMnolSt;.,.;■ '
.. W  But,yl■ vinyl carl)inol was. resolved by X S M M * ^ #. m d  ■ he ■ gives ■ 
■ itie.//yaliie flu z ^23*0®. However 25SJj4,BT was able to.-obtain oil# 
optical isomeride emlyf further ha did not determine the optical 
disperstoa or the of feet of temperature*' flia author of-this thesis 
b&r been able. to obtain the two optical. isoaerides; of this, alcohol 
ant finds, that the value quoted by BlSlllf is low*
s - - * 2 3 * 3 *  .-s* tp«r * mr Pi "1 20,U j^N 1
?he Author ■ jXj
2)  ■■■
20
»
t - ~2if0° and f2S~0i®
A,-comparison, of-the values obtained;' for" those' alcohols' ant the 
o^fb.corresponding' saturated alcohols is given below* " • r---’
■:■:'■ ■./'■;■, : -W-'■ =■.-■ . IAL H.
1*Methyl ethyl oarblnol -IS,87° . S3, 7° 1 -Methyl vinyl c&rblnol
. tfi v ethyl - carbine! : optically 
inactive
as. 2° 1-Ethyl ■ • ' " ■' ■ ■• " t
l«n-Propyl ethyl w: ‘ -1.97° £8,28° 1-n-ftrepyl ;'■ ' "
' Butyl ethyl * -8.13° 80.0° 1-n-Butyl. n ■ ■ ”
. fable of the' lot at cry $o\iers of theVrt*M5*>5('UM »'iwm>WOliil>n» in «,»<»*< 0 ctmhthalle esters.
p -, ale.
IrJ ti
p,alo
[' Uethyl Ethyl Caxhlnol -28.44° -40,3° (-Hethyl .vinyl oarbinol
41 Ethyl oarbinol 0 -86.5° tEthyl " " #
Ua-fropyl ethyl " - 3,77° - lo,05°|te -Sropyl " "
£-n-Butyl ’ " " - 19,88° -18.. 6°!®.-Butyl " "
teas is a definite clear out■ comparison between msaturated
Cbvv/V^VtTWv^i^d
asymmetric< of simple constitution and the corresponding
saturated compounds? under identical conditions.
It is interesting to note the difference in the rotatory' 
powers of n#propyl ethyl oarMnol and nrpropyl-:ivinyl oarhinol#
?ZOZtta>tKOTQar. ana EDSIgE101 suggest that the low rotatory power o£ 
n propyl ethyl e&rhinol compared with the other.ethyl alfcyl earhinols 
may'he tee to the chain of one oxygen and four carbon atoms In .the 
molecule* She same 'argument should hold for n propyl vinyl ear binol;
CHP = OH
\  4 :■ 5 ■
. OH'..
0 % k CHg.,' CHg,.-
i ; z ■ .s’-
and yet its optical rotatory;power - is higher than that of neighbour* 
ing members'of the vinyl series.
The.results of the Investigation of the * vinyl*- series 
definitely indicate^ the exalting effect on the rotatory power of an. 
ethyl enio . linking near to - the asymmetric carhon atom* 3? he saturated; 
compound corresponding to ethyl.vinyl csr binol Is di-ethyl earbinol • | 
which is Asymmetrict and therefore no direct comparison can he made ; 
in this case*: <
HIIlOTOB^/used the brucine salts. and menthyl esters of the 
following acids %
.. (i),. . in '
A-phenyipropionio .
I ■ . Succinic : ' 'I
Cinnamic . . . .. tnaaric and Malplio . :-
phenylproplolic Acetjlenio dicarboxylie
to attempt to guage the. relative effects of aoetylenio and, ethyl enlo
linkings on optical rotatory power.*:. As before*theso compounds were-
not well chosen for such a comparison*'because' the first three.,
contain a phenyl group as well, as a. M). group; .arncL the'second-series
contains two &s*9 groups, which are rich in residual taienoy# After
the large and varied amount of-work H12*DX®©H .had done on
unsaturation* it is only now ^  (1911), that' he realised the need to
discover if compounds of a simple optically, active structure . ohey> the
same rules, as the. compounds' of complex constitution that he.had-•
studied* It would have been of greater use if-he'had. first
investigated■simple-asymmetric' compounds* and then proceeded, to the
'study of more complex bodies* Thus he used djmetythyl hexyl earbinol
(d-Sjeo-ootyl alcohol) and preparedL from.it esters with,-the acids of
groups (1) and (2)* further he investigatedl the esters both in the
homogeneous state and; in solution* A few of. his results are appended.
\-Homogeneous state
■ - [ l i ] ]) .
a-me\thyl hexyl carbinyl ^ phenylpropionate +  11*92“ -t 31,02r
■v... .»' «' -■ M .\, oinnamate ' + 35,32* -' -t 91*8°
,-'v: - . " V-: *\ phenylpropiolate : + 35*08 * * 90*5°
In these'determinations he used 0*1 dom tubej lemp* 22°
In solution (1 dom tube femn* 22®) .- — _  ■
d-me\fehyl hexyl carbinyl^ phenyl propionate ' +11*52° ^ 6,0
oinnamate 30*4 + 33*04
phenylpropiolate 4 30*88 . + ’35.* 12*
. *25- .
and concludes ** ' ■ j:
(1)* fkere is no general rule to .coyer the effect of ethyleni© . j 
and -aoetylenio"'-linkings*^  . :<
;: " (E)#' Other' factors besides nnsaturation must he considered, but 
an :ethylenio' linking has'a greater' effect .than-an.-acetylenls 
linking* |
(S) * Solution, effects vary*: e.g.-in the above figures-the
■ aoetylenio linking shows the greatest anomaly in bensene 
and chloroform solutions.,
SDhe relatire effect^-.of ethylenic andacetylenlo linkings 
is shown bet1er when a phenyl group is present in the 
h moleculeprobably because. of oonjugation- of 'the phenyl 
group with the unsaturated group*
*U3>®. (loo oltj .had postulated in 1896,that the influence of 
.an aoetylenio linking on rotatory power is similar to that of an 
ethylenic linking,, but less marked* Apparently since"this work of ! 
BIlMfCS no further investigation of this particular problem has ■ |
been' undertaken^ Moreover EllBIfOH was unable to formulate any j 
• definite relationship between the rotatory powers, of eompotm&s
with these two types of unsaturation, possibly because he was not j 
sufficiently discriminating in the'choice of the compounds' ' u. 
iteestlgated* ; ftiuu although-as he remarks ■ the J-aottve* part'of the 
compounds' he used possesses a simple constitution, yet the other | 
part of the molecule contains several groups which are unsaturated# | 
fhe results, obtained' Vby HI &X2CH, although in t ere s ting, e anno t be |
. considered as conclusive, or even as yielding.any definite • - !
constructive evidence on the relative influence of ethylenic and 
acetyXenio linkings on rotatory power. |
fhere is a real need to investigate this particular problem - ;
using compounds and adhering to. the conditions similar to those | 
of 2%0zm> & t m t m  (loo cit) and those of the Author of this' ; I
thesis.' j
. - 26- . ■
■been studied■:In 'detail, by . many workers.*;
EihBIfOH 6 8 'investigated the rotatory powers of !
alteloidal salts', of, acids'' with. one two three and four■"contiguous,' 
unsaturated .groups respectively In the moleculeHe affirmed 
that' the presence' of contiguous imsatirrated groups exerts an 
abnormal 'Influence- on the rotatory power of a. compound* further^
-fVBIArJlsr
that any. exceptional exaltation of optical rotatory^is always 
associated with the presence In the molecule of two conjugated 
unsaturated ; groups next to '.the., carbonyl group *: £ consideration ; 
of.the optical rotatory'powers of:the.menthyl and'horny! esters j 
of a large number of unsaturatedand the corresponding saturated
JLqJz.bt~4
acids led him to conclude that it' is only-those, estate that 
contain a conjugated group close to the asymmetric part of the 
molecule which show abnormal values, for the rotatory power*
HIIDIICH70 definitely affirms that the influenoe of :
conjugated ethylenic linXings is a function of the distance 
from theasymmetric complex* 1
BtO?! and JAGEH^§ arrived at the same conclusion after the 
investigation of some optically active hydrocarbons derived 
from eitro^ellal. fhe following figures are due to these two j 
workers* .:
G,iy!S.{CHg)CH. s CH. 06E -  63.24°
C6EllCaf0ES1CW S = CH-°6E5 -3.33° ■
' ■ *  /» ' i
and the menthyl esters of X and 2> phenyl-, cinnamic acid .
(1) 0 1 OS - C.fC H ), CODE - 53*440 v:^
6 .5 . 6 5
( Z )  0 H 0, (O H  ) a OH, OOOH - -  37*92 H ;
6 5 6 5 . ■ . v~, .
Both acids contain a conjugated "system# hut in the second'cise 
the conjugation is. remote from the asymmetric carbon atom*
distances from, the asymmetric carbon atom, with that of two 
contiguous: ethylenic linkings# His ' results caused' him to conclude 
that compounds in which the influence-of two-or . more''given radicals ! 
, on optical rotatory power''may he -due either., to. their proximity to | 
the asymmetric • carbon. atoiaf or to -conjugated-' uasaturationfboth causes 
contribute to the effectfbut conjugation-ia .undoubtedly the I
predominant factor*. |
(bl* 5?he influence of the conjugation of - an ethylenic linking and a | 
phenyl-group has been similarly investigated by EIllISQH, HTTPS and ; 
many others# ' . SX&&ES' and demonstrated ,that'for' some
optically active bensserie hydrocarbons the' rotfatory -power ■’was increased 
by'contiguous bensenoid and etheuoid' groups,when in close proximity 
to the asymmetric atom# $he'work of SUfl and caused them to
arrive .at a similar conclusion# More recently the. examination'of 
various alkyl - derivatives -of methylene camphor by and; his
oo-workers*
% MU
G8E1 ^
0 = oip
0 r 0
and the work' of bn. the camphors > .
Bensyli&ene Camphor ■ Oamphor. ■ ’
’ J* ■s-CH.06H5..." :■ ■■ .-^CHg ■"
C8H14 I
C s 0 C - 0
Mjp -+1080.30 [u]s - +67.2°
definitely.indicates the exalting influence.of the conjugation of 
an ethylenic linking and a . phenyl. group when close to the asymmetric 
carbon'atom# ,
fhat-.tfte influenoe of a conjugation.between an ethylenic 
linking and a phenyl group is a function of its distance from the
mZQ~.
{o I * HlXDIfCE^ was the first observer. to/'direct ■ attention .to:.the - ■ 
influence. c£ the. carbonyl. or Estonia; group conjugated ■ with -an'. 
ethenoid group*. Practically all the•compounds.investigated,by; 
EIXD1TC1 'contained .the CsO. grouptbeoattse .he; used;the menthyl or 
bornyl esters of .acids or the alkaloids! salts. !he same worker - 
proved that the. conjugation of an ethenoid group .and a /carbonyl- or 
Eetonlc group.-produced.'an increased optical rotation* v
(d}.« the. mrkf of fHOKRIEf and/fOBSfBE^ ■ on the . aryl:derivatives of
imino: camphor is particularly interesting from the point 'of view; of
the effect on rotatory power' of the conjugation- of carbon nitrogen
and oxygen# fhe. following scheme Indicates'the series of,camphor: .
derivatives investigated ' by these ' two workers - and . the "molecular
rotatory powers of the compounds' {R *
rt t .
Gs.m# . o m m  . . . o « ^ci$r0c6h5
/i A  V  /,I "X it I
\' ' \> \1
o - o  o - o  o - o  o - o
MIjj; + 35.00 • + 1510 . +1750° 1309°
.. OH. CEg Q m CHg 0 - CH,C6H5 ; OHpH206Bg
^8E14 ^ E I  y I ". y ^  1
\l v \l
0 .= 0 G - 0 C - 0 C • 0
Ml + 50° + SO9° +-102QO t  348®
S
But aost remarfcatle and a classical example of the effect of an
/ l - p *
uninterrupted chain of conjugations between oarmbon nitrogen and 
oxygen atoms is the enormous optical rotatory power:of p-phenylene
his -imino camphor» pointed out by MRSTER and d/EOKELIX9?
V'^0 . ' I? * C6H4 :; I * CL:'
OqEiI I
° 1 " 0  . 0 . : 0 •* 0 8 •
.*+6100° 
ji] j, =+1528°
KJ A,
always increases the optical rotation,, a phenomenon which T3CEU&1EI1
had observed very early. ' However there are some exceptions#
and W01FS1EBEI found that the benzoate of carvoxime has a lower
rotation, than the phenylacetate and phenyl propionate, EXIBIfCH
investigated.the influence of the phenyl group and the kexahydro-
benzene group^at varying distances from the■asymmetric carbon a tom.'
He arrived at the same conclusion as that the influence of
the phenyl group is a function of its distance from the asymmetric
carbon atom. . ROTB7  ^found that at a comparatively great distance
from the asymmetric carbon atom the phenyl group often had a ;:
depressing effect on the rotatory power? thus
^Menthyl orotonate ~ 91*06°
■ ^ n olnnamate — ’76*95°
Both BIIDITGH and EUPE agree that although ring structure ha#, m
.exalting effect on-the rotatory power, the preponderating effect of
'the benze&oid'group near to the asymmetric carbon atom is not due
to its ring structure., but to its unsaturated nature* •
BTJBB^ and HID after investigating polarimetrically some
optically active ketones and aldehydes, and HIlllfGH after comparing
■ or
the influence of carbonyl and ketonic groups and ethylenic linkings, 
concluded that the effect of a carbonyl or Estonia group on the'’* 
rotatory power follows?! in the main the same rule as for an
* .  i
ethylenic linking, f m  carbonyl or ketonic groups close together®^*
: ’ 144 'as,in menthyl oxalate .. have been shown.to have an exalting effect* 
probably due to conjugation* ; ' ■ .
■ . di-jSUseo* octyl succinate'^ . 6 . 0 °
di~&~sec, octyl oxalate ^  . +^X23° £2* 6°
work on the ketonio derivatives of the t^rpemes I
indicate^ the 'exalting effect of the ketonlc group, j
HIXBIIOE^ after an examination of sam© optically active |
.sulphur compounds concluded that a decrease in the valency of
the. hens oat e" the preparatxon QX T/IIS *333 Ut3iT WOISS <X UWiUfefCUJL JL 5?%* »* W4* « . 
change in the sign of the 'rotation* This result is similar - to that . 
^°SIc21e£ and CTXOH101 and PI03UKD.ZmoB and HOT2EU0g, /;
■ : If is interesting to compare the "rotatory power of these esters
with that of the parent substance. E a 15
. >o
l^ n_«-hutyl vinyl caxbsnyl formate + 17«830
•v ' •« ■ m *’ ■ 'acetate' 4 4.36° ;
,x „ butyrate + 2.88°
ft : ,, • benzoate - 41,47° !
l-fwbutyl vinyl earbinol' -.: •, B5.Q° (j(J ^  j
4 d» ethyl vinyl carbdnyl-formate ■•■■ ./'.to - .. — .34*69°: ■]
4t k •' •’ acetate . <■* . 11.14°. . . - ■  i
■ Tf ; d*. ethyl vinyl earbinol ■  ^ - 4 3 5 , t
In the ease of these esters it was shown that there was no ’inversion? 
because on hyi&cfalysis the parent alcohol wans recovered unchanged in [ 
sign' and magnitude of rotation# j
' 1 '  ■  .  -  ;  ~  ; i
fhe benzoate affords the most' striding case of the influence of I 
unsaturation. She bensoyl group is a conjugated system* and it is !; 
situated close to the asymmetric carbon atom, to exaltation .in the \ 
rotatory power would therefore be expected* |
GE2 . CH o
f)V  \vto nu 0 - e
. 4 -  ^  .. .
1 comparison of the rotatory powers of the acetates of ethyl n-butyl 
and a. W  vinyl owrttool afford, no speotfio foato6. g p
■1-n-butyl vinyl c&rbinyl acetate + 4*38°
. l~n-butyl ethyl n ' ' * ' 4 16.47°
jUn •'butyl ethyl earbinol ■ to 8*13°'
l~n-butyl vinyl o&rbinal * £5*0°
1 .
-3 1 «
situated’ frost the asymmetric. complex#-v. In some' cases•however•. ©ft a 
depression , of: the: optical'rotation is -also' observed when - the 
unsaturated groups.. are near to th© "active - complex* .particularly
when. there happens t o he an: accumulation of amsaturated groups# 
following: values are tee to .r ,
H:Menthyl.'estefcp o f , ,: • lrj x>
C6H6CII2C00H : -  67,57'
(O^H^gCH. COOH p  c '■
(C H )sC$.COOE
- 3.44-
ana Indicate the depressing effect of aocumulation of phenyl groups
HoKEtlSIS and M&BIXB®0 arrived at a similar oonclusion after 
5<j>vJL
investigating tfee substituted ethylene glycols#
BUPB^ also quotes eases of a phenyl group entering an
unsaturated chain and depressing the optical rotation;.
Hydrocarbons from Oitronellalr- H d
C H .C H fC IIj.G K  .OH *  CH.c'H  3 .3 °
6 11 3 . £ -.66
, O H :1.CH|8IL),OH)).OH - CH .CH„ ' 6 6*
O JL X ■ , ^
and derivatives of menthyleno camphor
M s
0„H,.0» C « OH.OE..-C,Hk 129.0°9 14: &* O D
O H  0* 0 * OH.CH .CH X’TB.S0
9 14 2 5
However in each of these cas@at th© phenyl group,in conjugation
with the ethenoid group,is distant from the asymmetric- carbon ©tom./ 
Further these compounds may not have been optically pure, as
c\»
they were obtained from citronellal by the action ©f Grigaard' 
reagent and subsequent removal of the elements of water#
A few attempt® have been made to use the magnitude of optical 
rotatory power as a guide to determine the constitution of certain 
unsaturated compounds.*
#.32-
that in the ease of the methyl derivative the double bond was. nearer 
th© asymmetric carbon atom than for the ethyl compound* a supposition 
that was'"subsequently ■ found to be correct by oxidation of the 
compounds. with ...orone* similarly the same two workers found that the 
derivative had a .greater rotation than the propyl, derivative 
and suggested it was due. to.'conjugation, this suggestion being 
confirmed later#' •
KIIMfCE^S waB able to obtain soma useful evidence on the 
constitution of sulphinio acid ©alts and disulphoxides from rotatory ! 
power determinations* ■ ' j
opposite influences* Ho' says -that ..the phenyl group sal the. •double 
bond* hare more energy than the corresponding saturated groups, hut 
that a conjugated system contains less energy than a non-conjugated. 
system, that is^the former is more saturated# However#.' conjugated - 
groups have a greater effect, on the totatory power than non-conjugated 
groups#' Also, although the scetylenio linking has a greater energy 
content than the ethylenic- .linking* yet its effect- on the rotatory 
power is sms,Her than that due to m  ethylenic linking# Thm it is 
difficult to formulate a theory based on the energy content# > 
fhe. molecular volume of tmsatur&ted compounds is generally 
greater than that of the. corresponding saturated compound, and 
therefor© unsatuxatei groups may cause the radicals attached to the 
asymmetric carbon atom to suffer a certain deformation# fhis however 
does not explain, the influence of imsatuTated groups situated at a 
distance from, the asymmetric carbon atom* ;
In. a letter to -Mature* lowryl0^ and E* IS# Walker put forward 
. in a tentative way a very interesting contribution to this subject* 
these two investigators suggest that the explanation of the 
extraordinary influence of chromophobe groups on optical rotatory 
power ~ being due to the unsaturated, group responding to the influei^ 
of vibrations having th© natural freq.uenoy of any of the constituent 
groups of .atoms * is not in harmony with the current physical ideas, 
which tend to limit the cause . of optical activity to certain electron 
in the molecule * ±Ct and fAIHM suggest that the imsabunated grouj 
or chromophobe,exhibits an;1 induced* asymmetry, as a result of which 
it becomes optically active# . I*his finduced1 asymmetry is compared 
in the.'phenomanis^' of 1 induced alternate polarities* (Bui©*100 eib} 
■and can similarly be transmitted through chains of atoms* Also that: 
1 induced1: asysmatry need not-lead to • m  optical rotation -of the same ! 
sign as that, of the fixed asymmetric groups by which it is controlled 
, If the hypothesis that optical activity is due to certain •
asymmetrically disposed electrons is accepted,an explanation of the 
extraordinary influence of chromophobe groups must therefore be 
sought for on the electronic theory#
some apparently contradictory evidence* unsavuravrpn wes.iw#; »4«»^o * 
cans# an. exaltation in the optical rotatory power#-.
. Unfortunately., a great amount, of the work performedby. the. 
investigators in this branch of optical activity cannot he.considered 
conclusive* % e  compounds they chose hat many drawbacks. iloo.cit) ■■. 
and strictly comparable results between saturated and the correspond 
ing unsaturated compounds were not therefore possible# ,.
It is'however fairly well established that the presence of;
/ J ' ■ ■ :
unsaturated groups close to the asymmetric carbon atom mm- an
exalting effect on the rotatory power# .The Author#s /work on, and
- results^from,an investigation of the ‘vinyl1, series clearly and
■definitely establishes this fact\ for the investigation - of the
‘vinyl* series was performed with compounds# end-under conditions,:. ,.
as nearly ‘ideal1 m  possible for the study of optical activity. .
When however the question of the influence of ungatorated 
groups at varying distances from the active complex Is considered • 
many anomalies present themselves*
M\)
fhe effect of conjugation close to the asymmetric complex is- 
praoticaily all oases is to enhance the rotatory power#
■ it appears to the author that a new investigation of this
subject is desirable, on the lines adopted by him for the study of
the 1 vinyl1 series*. A discriminating choice of. compounds; to be ■ 
investigated * and the removal of possible d M m M s g  influences, 
would probably lead to an explanation5 of the present apparent 
contradictions*'
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length employed in ’the measurement*. 'later‘©;xperiments with tartaric
by tartar la said for' a ex tain wav© lengths" of' light t tot its.rotatory 
power In some parts of " the spectrum actually inoreased with
tartaric acid using light of the refr&ngibillty'of'the lines yov$ f 
e of the solar ’spectrum*'
She term formal* diapers on omno to he used to distinguish ; 
those substances* the rotations of which increased 'with decreasing 
war© length* and Introduced the term ? anomalous*
dispersion,to describe the rotatory dispersion of tartar!® aold*
Although the equations of these three workers were more in agreement 
with the experimental facts than, the equation; of BlOfyet they were 
found to fail as experimental tests he same more searching and 
accurate*
She most satisfactory rotation dispersion equation so far 
advanced was proposed by in 1893, %  which lie deduced
m« *f". f: 4 n >"* 11 tt
land in;the spectrum of the aubstaaae* lOWXtl M s  proposed the
aoicLby’the same worker*0  ^indicated that this la?/ was not obeyed
increasing way©’length* ' E© therefore classified compounds as 
follows -
(a)* .f he 1 Quartz’*' typefth© members of5which obeyed the 1 inverse
square law*
(bl* $he tartaric acid1 type, the members of which did not
obey this' law*'
ABH1$SISS^U  ^in. 1358 dot ©mined the rotatory power of solutions of
. Other investigators proposed, dispersion equations to displace 
the one due to BlOf* namely-SllfA3f:1x0f and m m t 112
^  v - x *  ■
on&tant and’ \  is the wave length of the absorption
terms delation constant* for'&o* 'Mspcrsion constant* for A
inm ©gxxhcoxa'soxs, • xr oxa-ur? ptu&ii uis jaunt x&& .ana co^woricers,■'aus’Tin *
r w m s c i ,  3001' and’SraM/ny h: w/la:- ;yvu '". :Av;’- A ■ :'"V--
; , b m : suggested that ,all, optically. active"' compounds. can -
he. cXsssif let as ; follows ■■• :-,i ,^ :•,.? rd.-.v^:d: "' : A 0’" ■■'■".”
,,/{lJ*dOompoimdsf the rotatory-.dispersion of fMoh..:oaji h®.' ■•
■ expressed by. a one-berm .irud© :%uatic®. ■ mat are therefor© ■ 
■said, to; exhibit;"simple1*-:rotation■ .dispersion#
(it 1*.Compounds re^nixing two ior more terms' in the lrn.de /
; equation to express the yotatory.diapersion, and are '
■■'■ therefore .said to exhibit :T1 Complex" rotatory dispersion** 
The majority of optimally active organic oompoimds so far . 
invcstigated exhibit simple dispersion# •'■;■
Practically fill the -aliphatic* secondary alcohols investigated 
by HC£££i> and; 2Q58Y0Sf> were found to exhibit "f simple * dispersion*
-However,previous to the work of,ihodtuthor of this thesis,the 
dispersion-of. simply constituted ims&turated opti©ally, active 
bompounda^had not been measured* fhe vast amount of .work done hy 
the various;'investigators bn' tmsaturation already described had 
he eh performed, mainly with light of one, ware length only (the 
Sodium X> lino)* 1$ was therefore of particular Interest to measure 
the"optical’rotatory dispersion of the members of the *vinyl1. series 
&b they are unsatux&ted*
rf -CH. OH
' CHg s CE
C X  Q j U ^ 0 v v n a C a 3 U
ln each ease*sufficient of the active alcohol-was'obtained to EL 11 -'A /x
a two decimetre ’tube# The rotatory powers were measured for light 
of wave’ length varying from X a 6700 A°.U. to Xs42559 A0. U„for the - | 
visible spectrum and for A  * 4359 i&V. to X* .3780 .&U photographically 
ffee rotatory powers of the alcohols measaved were also measured in ;
Q, \
the homopxgprs state for temperatures between £0°0 to within 15°0 j 
of their boiling points, at intervals of about 2Q°£* I
x X ’ ’
values of a  &&■ abscissae were plotted and a straight line was
i/w. Ccocl. o><U.; ( P^Al a-j
obtained, thereby, indicating that the members'of the .’vinyl* series j
’./ / A » / ■ 1
exhibited;mlmpl9 dispersion under the experimental conditions used,
A one term dispersion equation with the calculated values of the 
’constants*. was found- to express the rotatory powers...of the alcohols,:
.end therefore demonstrated they were .simply dispersive* • ,
•21)# following? • or© the equations obtained .**
&-«tetByl-Tinyl earMnol L <  -
•
9.9E02 
\ \  ,0§B84
4  4-Sthyl ' If
a ;  -
.10,£7 ■ ■
; >V.>0564
1-n-Propyl " ' n -
« : ■
*{ 8.331 . 
\m . >0374.
; d-n-Butyl ". : rf ' 7*533'. 
,058£3
From these eduatioas the values for (Jj were- calculated, A 
comparison of the calculated and - observed values of jX) indicates a 
striding- agreement, similar'to that found by and ElCHiElS.
for d-sec ootyl'alcohol" (loc clt)*.‘
- $uoh close agreement'' (tlateg ^   ^ } • affords aj* apparently
definite evidence of the validity of the teuda equation.
■;f he values f orAtindicate a progressive increase as the 
series’ Is ascended, whilst the .values for *■&* indicate a similar ■ 
progressive decrease -■except in the case of ethyl vinyl earbinol.
\  (AP'J.)
» *tr.•B*
jU4£etliyl-vinyl earbinol - ££99. • 9.9S0S
■' d-Bthyl ■ w w - £375 10.£70 #
JUn-Bropyl w it ■£396' ; . ’ 8.531
d-Bf Butyl *r « ■ £413 / . 7*533
d~ #tthyi~viayl oarMnol' ; .1*80
j^sthyi- ::.=■■■**■; Tf 7  -"i.ei
i#si
cUa-Butyl , * " .. . • .1*81
fke'Eotatory Powers in Tar ions Solvents,
:■ : i3ATi'll?,80i tes; investigated in a particularly critical way' the 
influence -of solvents on optical rotatory power$ mt M s  results 
lead him to refuse to’ accept the- validity of the Prude: Iguaiioiu 
-A -?o test the Iru&e Imiation further*" and ' t©: find the effeat of ; 
some solvents m  the optics! rotatory powers*. two members of the 
vinyl series were chosen »*&& the'rotatory powers for light of five. 
.refrSngibilities were 'determined in absolute alcohol*'"'bensene*: \
■ hexahydro-hensiene *■' carbon:’ &t-sulphide* oarbon^tetrachlorlde and 
chloroform* .'• :
•■ •:••• In: the ease of "butyl' vinyl' earbinol, the reisfc ory powers were 
investigated beyond.h f • 4359 Mil. when in ^approximately £C^''solutions' 
in hexnhydro^hensene* by the photographic method * It was. found. that 
the rotatory, powers wore, slightly enhanced *,..,bui the alcohol .. 
exhibited 'simple* dispersion* fhe dispersl on ..equation was ' 
calculated as previously
63
°6eis
> ■■ A ~~ i O g m
.4 striking agreement between the ’ observed -end the calculated values 
is again apparent;folate *J I
" It 'will be noted’ that the value for.X has changed, and. also 
the vsXto of’ 1£*
A
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Equation with two terms to express.their rotatory powers -
r a  -K>  ^ : &
I  /  I  « • — *  i f i r m t r a n i  i m r m i n m i v r r *  . f l  - **,n» # » » « W K i > i
N ^ K \  A ^ > v
thereby'.'indicating that .there are. two absorption bands in the
U^JLcU»--\A^M'V
Sfe=e4B@B' of the substance. ^heAabsorption bands may be produced 
either by one electron with two different free periods,, or by two • 
electrons' each with'Its own free period# • fixes® two electrons are 
not necessarily in the same molecule*. If the assumption is made 
that two . kinds of molecules exist in order that%ubstame s h a l l :' 
exhibit complex rotatory dispersion, .this may occur In th® fallowing: 
ways* / V ::'....,. ■'
: ,(1) * .Simple ami associated molecules of the same compound# 
fill*Simple and-.dissociated molecules, of the :same 'compound*- 
.-. . {iill.Xf in solution# solvate formation# - ' v"■ •
(iw).# Isomerism# a v h - t-":
'Using optically"active pure'organic compounds, ;a»d taking ■ ' 
observations in the homogeneous state, the first three possibilities 
aro. tmlllcely, and thus the most-probable cause is Isomerism; in " 
fact we find-that-the,present \day. theories of the cause of complex 
di sp er si on are intimately ooimec t ed in some way wt t b Isomeri gmV _ ■
. E.S.ASMSSEQIfS 8a4 WAXES11® proposes. a 'graphic' rastliod ty for 
treating the - subject of. dynamic1 isomerism in connection' with optical- 
activity and they .evolved - the •Characteristic Diagram1* However, 
although, this Idea: has been used-by ri&&B3iagi& and in' a"
• modified .way by - 9 it has fallen into'disrepute,because', 
as HUIfHE^T • says the assumptions made - by AEJlsfHOia ant WA2XEE are |
. . . j
not.in accordance with- the observed,facts*- . j
. fgUEUGABff^® suggested-that complex rotatory diapers!on mey be 
due to tthe superposition of the partial rotations produced by two
asymmetric complexes within the molecule of an-active body, the ! 
necessary condition;being that these partial rotations should be of. I
'However•PISJDUiQ) s>' ■  tliat .the majority of the esters
prepared- ‘by. them and "containing1 only one -.asymmetric carbon atom
’ exhibit 'complex -rotatory- dispersion at high tempera tares as. well as
in many solvents* . v '"
oJfcuvv^tcA. fe
; '■; fSCOTSllff explained this phenomena' by saying - "this effect
{comple^rdispersionl may be due to ihtra molecular" superposition -of :
the’ effects produced by sefer&l active electrons”* ;. ' .
\ 1
In the -ease of many compounds • exhibiting'complex rotatory
; di spersion the two isomers hare been- separated in'a. pure. condition
from the mixture*' 1bus welliiiom eases are aduoose^^,lactose*1,22*t :|
. • , . n t ' ■
■ nitro^22, ohloro^25 # bromo^^^omphor#.
: In every ess© of the . above ab£«,the' fresh’ solution of. each I
isomeri&e exhibited jsata’ rotation and ultimately attained the same j
rotatory power as’ the etmilibriuia mixture* liar cover each■ isomeride j
% < exhibited simple rotatory-dispersion*' ■■■■■:•-.■-.• .
: far tar ic acid' and. derivatives on which a vast amount of worh
has been expended, afford a speoisd. case#'fartario acid exhibits l
optical'activity both' in the'crystalline state and in solution,and j
thus both'the crystal and the molecular structure are'asymmetric *
solution destroys the former and not the latter* Chiiie recently ' I
l in det ermining the crystalline.structure of d-tartaria
acid,finds within the crystal unit two spiral arrangements,a '
dextro-rotatory spiral skeleton of carbon atoms, and a laevo-rotatmy:
■ -42- . ■. i
in solution is. the system that produces strong laevo rotation in the 
'crystalline form*; -lOWEt■ andAUSTXH1^  dispute Asthury? s. .suggestion# 
.^hese two workers postulate that the anomalous. rotatory dispersion 
of • tartaric acid"and' its; esters, is probably due to .the formation’ 
of internal co-ordination aemp©tmds such as - ..
-■■ OS'-' . . . .
»
- ; 0 . OS. ■: ..
■ '■■'•"j/\u --^ o ■■•■ ■ i- ■
■'"'O' 0 ■'Ner —  '0— 0 ^0 -* Ej and CH — • CH.0 : /  \
\ / u S\  •■ H ** 0 0 0
.0 ' 0 ®
- I OH
,. , - .' .■■.• ■ OH; . ';;;u
and affirm that .the* conclusion is in’agreement with the fact that 
anomalous dispersion of tartaric acid persists in its esters* in
■ AA-
spite of .the elimination of the carboxylie hydrogen which 
essential t’o Asth^y* a hypothesis# ;
ZO?rnl U  mS. Ctrsm suggest; tu.% -ethyl tartrate contains two 
ieomerides# one dextro. laevo rotatory; the laevo form, tends . 
to he produced in solvents favouring'polymerisatton,' such 
polymerisation''causing an ' increase in desire' rotation' or a - 
decreased laevo rotation#.'
10WHX and CUTTES ' have.investigated•this effect in a hariety 
of solvent®. 10SfEI end AtfSTIS127 fcowaver aoeept lQIGbCEAMBOI‘3123 
theory that anomalous dispersion of tartaric acid is due to two 
forms in equilibrium, one laevo-and one dextro-rotatory* fhe laevo- 
form can he obtained in crystalline form* hut the destro,form can 
only he isolated as .a derivative# IQT&f and AV%tlM claim to-have 
isolated 1 fixed1 derivatives of each of the labile isomeric forms 
of tartaric acid*. Although .tartaric acid#-its esters and alkali 
salts exhibit complex rotatory dispersion#, aqueous solutions of 
tartar^ emetic are strongly dextro-rotatory and are found to
-spectrum*/ .and. AlfSTlEf therefore assume that tartar;,emetic is a
•fixed*. derivative of. the ©imply.: dispersive dextro-rotatory labile 
isomerid© of tar tarl© acid, xn&.fhat boro^tarb&rle. aoid is 
similarly a * fixed* ; derivative of the f simply* dispersive laevo . 
rotatory. laMle isomer* However no/bbnolusicm wlth regard to '
V; o.onfigur&tiim must, he based on the sign-of the angle of rotation, 
because' all/the aliphatic? esters of the^Elny!* series s©'far 
examined,possess m  opposite :' sign. of rotation'to that; of the parent 
alcohol# 'If .these esters• he:;ragdrd© regarded as-ffixed* derivatives 
of the /aleohois * it must he 'concluded that the; alcohols exist in 
two -labile forms# • -$h&t this Is not 'the • ease has /been ^own, because
ail the'alcohols of the*vinyl*, series - described in this thesis
'. ," ■ ' t
exhibit simple rotatory dispersion# ■
e ease of the esters of the simple secondary alcohols with
the normal aliphatic acids, describe! and investigated by Hl&OBI) .& 
tu very interesting#" It "was found that ell these esters 
exhibited * complex* rotatory dispersion’ in the homogeneous state*
In order ..to- explain this phenomenonf these two investigators •
adopted a' suggestion of ■.namely.■ that' the' oarboxylio .
group can he':represented as follows -
.0 0
*«w**m V ^ I •»***««* f% r
o -*■ I ’ :' ce ■ :■
!i;he esters o m  then exist in two modi float ions:'
, 0 ; X.,.Ua:. 0 ' ■ '  ' ' : ' . '
/ y  [  p w N P « H # W H W e « i | |  /yT
••-. - E *■» 0 : i .;. ■ - H «• 0 ^ '
X 1   - \
0 —  it 0 —  H . ,
It is metm®d that those two forms .are present. together and have
different rotatory'dispersive powers and probably rotations of
opposite sign, and can consequently exhibit *complex* rotatory
dispersion* PXCX&B3) k KM1QB found that in a few oases the esters 
exhibited ’simple* rotatory dispersion Below a certain temperature,
preparing pot&sslo-aerivarrre®. 
foramlatei da follows «• . .
' // . '■ ><:■■ ■■.- :
G H a -.O  - . ■---------*  0Hos C
;- . ^ V \ ■ " ' 'c‘~~* W  \  : ; ■ ■
e-GgHg , .-■■■■ . 0C2Hg ; ■: .
seems to be another possibility for: the isomerism theoryy > ■ dliis-.:.
suggestion of ’these two "investigators;necessitate®'the-presence of
a, mobile hydrogen atom united to-'the 'carbon:atom immediately -;• •;
adjacent to the'carbonyl carbon' atom of the ester group# However-■'■
the formate® of -methyl ethyl-., methyl n-h©xyl~7 and ethyl ia- haxyl
earbinol® all exhibit'1 complex1 rotatory' dispersion?^' • •/
" ; . O' ■’■ ’:' ' : ■ ' - •
,. 11 -  ^ '
In the.ease of•tie.formates it is impossible;to formulate a mobile
hydrogen attached’.to the'carbonyl.group,unless divalent carbon is 
assumed* . the .suggestion ©f SQHXXBBBB and -Toss cannot therefore be 
considered'in the ease of those.formates which- exhibit complex . 
d i s p e r s i o n # ■
in the ease -of ben^ylmethylcarbinyl tximethylacetat*. 
which ’exhibit® complex dispersion*'; . . . ' -
:-oh3 -
cHg © c — c^ 3 ... cs,5
S '  -  CH
- - CH* ^ ,. ^■CH.sO-Er
it' is ale© not,.possible to .explain two tautomeric form® on the 
hypothesis of.SOElllBSB and YOl
■ y ©stara of the vinyl series*
She rotatory dispersion of the.following esters was determined
violet
— —  (EO°a) 
eea
formate of d-ethyl vinyl earbinol g* 03 
fisetate " ' • " ” 8*00 #
■ formate of -butyl * ; • • l# . 1*77
Acetate.. ' * *■ .1*82-
' "B a ty ra te  ' *  ' 11 ?f 11 1 .5 5
Bensoate " . ,f . 11 ■  ^ 1*94.;
ill these, esters were' found to exhibit complex dispersion ,& result 
la agreement with the. views of .H02ABB & KWIQM*
It will, he noticed that the formates of d-n-butyl and d-ethyl 
vinyl earbinols exhibit 1 complex1 dispersion*
HOZ&RB & EESio® ^ 5 demonstrated that methyl o^ixaphthyl 'aaxbtncd 
exhibits complex rotatory dispersion at temperatures below about 
160°C» fhis is probably due to dynamic isomerism between the no ' I 
and the. ar forms of the compounds*
0E V CH(OS) '...’ ■ ■. CB3*CE(0H)- i
ob
Mm? oompotmds containing a bensene-ring have also'been found to 
exhibit complex rotatory &ispersi©n,e*g. menthyl phenylf ethyl phenyl 
methyl beMyl .and methyl phemethyl esrbinols1^  and bensyl methyl 
earbinyl trimsthyl acetate1?4' and eo~wmker® have shown
that some' of the'dynamic Isomers postulated for beasen© by various 
workers have a real exittenet* fhe*complex* rotatory dispersion of 
the compounds mentioned above containing a bensen© ring can thus 
readily be'understood if it be' assumed that dynamic isomerism is the 
c arts © of 1 oompl ex1 dis$ersi on *
tJ'T’H v U -  k  JL&* j ? . , * tog demonstrated' that'some dl-ethers* a©o-eotyl formal§ 
seo-odtyl erthoformate f and; seo-ootyl .sulphite ail e%hXMt simple 
frt&tsry dispersion, and he suggests the following .
00aHi7
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di seo~eotyl formal tri-seo--oo tyl ' ortho format e
V  J&r C & j U t M w  ' £J&*>’i&}-Jf* v  * * * * * *  W ’ - < + *  * * * • « * •  V *  W  l ^ ' l l i t  v a »  % *  « w *  -wr*e *  ^ r * * f V 5 -  * * •  ' W r i w  w  — ■  ^  w  t -
fixe oxygen atoms: in the other oompounle are-ethereal arid-it le not 
expeoted that, dymmio: isomeriam would, oecmr* BBMT1E . suggests that
in the eases of the •'carbonates and the sulphite the oxjgm atoms '
;■ - - •'■' ■ z ■ ■
other-than the carbonyl oxygen,are symmetrle&lly grompd'about the
A ■ ■
carbonyl''oxygen atom', so that' hating an'equal choice %t partners ;
the carbonyl oxygen pairs with neither t and an essentially static 
. form of molecule 'results with consequent ;?simple* rotatory ' - ■ '
dispersion* To. support this view• h© • quotes -the case of the nitrites 
of the simple . secondary, alcohols***^' which' exhibit 1 complex* rotatory 
dispersion* fhest nitrites contain a doubly linked oxygen atom 
present in the same molecule with another "oxygen stoia' placed . 
TOsymmetrically with respect to the douhlp llnhed oxygen stem,
0 ; ' o
;..>; ■ “**** xT ■ ' :WWS.WM»1»» ^  - *— «  0
and'thus # complex * • rotation dispersion results* ‘ ; '
Recently* some evidence-has been brought forward that oaimot he 
explained satisfactorily by means of the hypothesis that''dynamic’ " 
oonyorslron is the cause' of * complex * rotatory dispersion*; --' f he 
formulation. of - the isoraerides "&ppearsAto depend on, tbs view that 
oxygen-has a variable valency. In the case of the series of ethers 
. examined polar imejitrieally by BAEBES and XSTIOI?lss# ■ namely ethers 
derived from d-etfcyl ^ -hexjrl earbinol all of which exhibit ‘complex' 
rotatory dispersion,dynamic isomeridea:eannot be poatulaied. Sheae 
two worfcerssuggest that in'the case of these'ethers "there is a eta 
state of optical heteroganity apparently onaooompanied by chemical
heterogeneity”»' However-the numerical values of the observed
>{&
rotatory powers ofAethers investigated by BASHES and JEHBYCS are 
small (X» 0.5° — l,50)end cause the calculation of the dispersion 
ratios to be Tatoertain* Before any conclusion can be d r a m  from 
these results,more worn on this subject ia doairahletpartiotOarly
-47- . ^
. BA.M1HSGI ia,mot ,1b .agreement. with the. possibllity,thab -. 
dynamic isomerism is.a likely- cans© of. •complex* ,-rotatory dispersion; 
Also he.refuses.-to. accept, the iru&e Equation; as being-.valid-W,# ■ 
because he s&ye.. it is..based; on,,hypothetical groundsf'. and it,, ignores 
the influence: of temperature on. rotatory power. .. However,the Prude 
Equation is a dlsuersion sanation - and no . wor&er has .ever claimed - 
that it; deals, with, temperature effects*, /In any case the. J^ rude/;>^ •• 
Sqtt&1ll<ul Is. in accordance with - experimental, facts * and therefor©'as 
a first scientific principle it must stand until another equation 
is forthcoming that will interpret the facts .more accurately# ■ .•
■ fhe 'problem of •complex* rotatory dispersion, is really unsolved* -
In some oases the postulation of dynamic isomerides provides a 
possible explanation* but association#. dissociation, solvate 
formation, and the partial rotation caused by the presence In. the 
same molecule of two asymmetric centres, may also- be possible 
causes# ..Unfortunately these theories cannot be substantiated#
However in spite of the striking agreement obtained by XO$Eg fa 
BICHABBS (loc. alt )■ between the observed results for the'rotatory j 
powers • and,the • calculated results from the f substituted1, irude . 
Equation for the case of &*8ea»Qotyl> alcohol*. suggests |
.that there is no efci&eno© that simple rotatory dispersion exists* I
He arrives at - this omclusion after a mathematical analysis, of the ;|
Brude Equation,' and also affirms that - the method, of plotting ^  and | 
X is no criterion for simple or complex rotatory. &lspersldn*ae the j 
fcurvef thus.- obtained' must depart ■ from 
band - value for A*# Briefly "Hunter-suggests that all substances are | 
•complex1 # IQOTf fa IXCHABl}1^  results,and those -of the Author of \ 
.this thesis,, definitely show that a one,term Brad© Equation 
expresses the rotatory powersAfor light of refrangibility from 
X ~ 6T08 £$U to X* 3814 £ll# further it must be borne in mind 
that 10WBY originally defined' •simple* rotatory dispersion thus.** !
linearity near the absorption I
E£®YII claims' that there.is need for new views on the 
significance of; rotatory dispersion, and suggests that a re'ten to . 
’the system'of'classification of rotatory dispersion as •normal* ■
l  1 ■ ■ rr
and anomalous is eminently desirable* VSiM73MTfl^ • als o favours 
a return to-..these t m  terms, because the. Iru&e Equation. does not - 
afford:a "satisfactory basis- for the classification.of optically 
active substances' owing to the variation of the rotatory dispersion 
of some substances with the temperature*.
: 5.
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.fae relationship 1}©tween refr&at 
i»&e% sad optical rotator power
calculated:f or a .-compound by-the mere addition of ...the atomic : : 
refractive values* making the various additions necessary for 
double bonds,' ring formationf and bo on* farious formulae also have 
been- proposed -from, which; the molecular refractive. power could .he ■ 
attained,. end .the enmraation of • the atomic':.refraotire powers for its 
v&ri ous .elements; was supposed- to ';give the ■ earn© .value. as .these .•" 
equations* :. . ■ i ■: V ■ .
: v fhe two test - .teem .formulae .are .due '■ to . ,: •/ .:. >
(i) loism?-5? of Oopenhagen sna.. loasirss151 ©£ .leiaen.who ' 
proposed■ simultaneously the • following formmlalft c. :.
■. : ( n : ■ a ■
i \  J  < * * »  „ • * « .  .
7 ' ' ■ : * ' ' (n^)8 - 3 :• : a| '■-
(it! SMESSOIS end S t E 152 ' ' : '
M l  * : i n > i - 1] ' : i*
In the oasavof each these formulae a different list''of "values for 
the atomic. r c *r ac fcive' powers for'the various: elements is available*-
§OSBf 11100X1) and end other: workers have
w n
recently suggested that the so-called spectre-chemical constants are 
by m  mmn® constant, and that fthe accepted methods of calculation: 
of molecular refractive power are shorn to he inadequate* and even 
harmful because they have conferred on this property m  appearance 
of additi/vity which is as' misleading as it is false'**
IhlSfia flec.oit) indicates that the' figures for the atomic 
refractive powere suggested by different workers vary considerably, 
and moreover their use loads to an: error in. the refractive index in 
some cases corresponding to sixty times the accepted experimental 
error* fhus'noting the exaiaple >£ n-Undecyl alcohol the same worker 
has shorn, that using two. different sets of' values for the atomic
' f*ry fw
refractive powers &£ the methylene group imd ^drogen,the calculated
tmxta.in tne srourt'ft .place in the relTB0tlr&- index the accepted 
expQtimmt^t error Is two units in the fourth place* • ••..•
MFIfSE'; theref&re :suggests that the values, for. .the’ atom!a 
refractive powers xieeireioalculatioix*' Further'. that instead .of. 
comparing observed m l  calculated values.for the refractive power* 
the vr or leers .' on.- this subject should', attempt to' re-calculate their 
figures .and woric baalrwar&a from the value for the calculated 
retractive power and obtain the"calculated refractive index, .which ■" 
can then;be;.:compared with the value obtained .experimentally*. This 
procedure would then demonstrate whether the: Alffermee .between the 
observed and calculated values is within the •experimental' error* If 
this could be done the atomic refractive powers:would appear to have 
a real, chemical and constitutional' significance instead of being 
purely empirical*as they are at present*
It is interesting to compare the molecular refractive powers 
of the members of the 1 vinyl* series, with. the. similar values for 
the corresponding saturated alcohols, using the aLdLSTOIS-MLB :
x. ux iuu.xa^  ** —--
: n-1,,*'
d
Hff *£er 
CHj?■ *K»
Biff*for 
. c%
n-l,r ' 
<5.0
Methyl ethyl carbine! £ *3
". 7*7 ,. 7.5;
55*6. Me thy! vinyl ;
, , e&sfoiaol
Bi-ethyl carbines!! ' 45 * 9
n jsi * *- V o
46*1 Ethyl' . . * '
Ethyl n*propyl' c&rMnoX 51#4'
/ * if. .: ............ ■ .. j
51*0 n-propyl" w.
7*9' >, n;v-.e*l a,-
Ethyl n butyl 6f*3 59*1 n-butyl n
a4 w? ^ r;^'| ft "Pry**f&V il*. *&*>•/«*(» the Lorontx and1" . T Lorens fonmla% ,
Methyl ethyl carbine! . •99 A ■**w « V
•*!«£ V2f «hj
SI*5 Methyl vinyl
4*6 ;..4#e ■ - ■ ' ■  caihdnolS’
11-ethyl carbine! ■ 2G.6 '
A ^
S6#0 Ethyl
Ethyl n-propyl carbine! 31*1
u* t
50*7 7i-propyl
Ethyl'n-butyi;;: 35, V
4*6 4.a
. 35* 5 rubutyl. 11
The average value for OE^ Is aa follows-
Saturated IMsaturated
Gladstone & Pale 
Xorontx & Lorens
7*7 ‘ (7*65) ■' 7*85
4*56 '(4*618) 4*66
~5£~
consideration of the ms&tunated compounds is. higher tb&.n for the • 
saturated' compounds*. , . ...,
, It appeals, that .cl different value for the molecular refractive
tfcfr—. 4jl WSUs^Jlly (KAASLfdjLjL
power of .the methylene. group is .necessary for tlie.ee series of ■ 
compounds* ■ . . .
A oomparison of the. calculated sad observed loleoular
refractive powers is' given helm
The e erm m  endi ng
Observe 
■ ad#
■C&Iou-
lated*
jasthyX TlBjrl earMnol 21*73 -
Ethyl . ” If ' ■ 25*99. /26*35 ’■
a-rropyl " It 30*69 ' 30.97"'
n-Butyl " IT 35*49v 35*59
oBervea O&loulated :
■ 22,2
‘.£6*58 ■ i* rj #> .#s*o *
SI*08 ■ ■ •31*44 a
55.72 ■ 50*06.. . .
flie difference “between the * observed* End the ’o slciila ted* values' 
is of the order
0 « 1 0*56
flie atomic refractive power of the*double Bond1 calculated from the 
observed values in as follows ~
' Gladstone & Bale 2*45 ,• '(2*64) - feeeMni
..-..lorent* & Borens ' • : 1*58 (1*733) Elsenlehry •
Although these, values were obtained;from only four members of
V esfjvjbo u^qatKAASu£*Xi^.
homologous. series * a comparatively large difference^ is observed *an&' 
therefore supports the view that the' .* spec trc~ohomicsl constants1 
ere not constant*•
A c? i j risen of the refractive indioea of the' members of the 
vinyl series with the corresponding saturated compound demonstrates 
the exalting influence', due to the * double bond1 # a fact. observed by
n j> n, u i)
Methyl vinyl carbinol 1.4120 - ■ 1*3954 methyl ethyl carbinol
Ethyl vinyl . " 'f5 1*4218 ' 1*4094 djUEthyl- tt
n-Bropyl " * . 1 4 o t“» J., ’*.*«*■ ug 1*4141 n-Prcpyl H
zu Butyl. •* * ' 1*4337" 1.4206 n~Butyl tt
dispersion* MM a'au Mu
.. TiVvfCM^ .^ -. proposed mi -.refractive dispersion equation, and other 
equations were'-.put .forward by OAITQBY^^ and but they
failed: to . explain'anoiiialous refrsotive dispersion in which:the ' 
refraotivo. index decreases with: decreasing nave length*' '
.im:raELl15& la .18ii9, anft three years later 3BLKEI.E3 , ■ ' 
independently, proposed.an .equation*-.whieh was deduced thtor.etle&lljr 
-explaining anomalous '.refractive' diapersi on# ■ /■ .■'■,■ .
■■•■" :■-■ ■ -  a ' ' - ■ ' : V  ' 2 ■■'■-■ ' a a. '
n * a ^ t ^  ■ h0 X
■ *  &  ■  ■ p
. X  - >"0
in which n = refractive index for light of wave length X  -
X 0* the wave length corresponding to the electron of ..free 
'■ period," or the w e  length of the absorption band in 
"the spectrum of the substance 
(a 4 £b0) represents the■dieleatrio constant of the 
- medium*
However no attempt was made to investigate a possible 
connection between "ref motive index'and rotatory power until 
1>IV®S"^ investigated the subject from the theoretical standpoint 
in'1913* He was able to deduce a relationship between rotatory 
power and refractive index,, end suggested that ’direct evidence of 
an additional'and independent nature may be obtained for the - 
present theory or 'against itlf# PBIOOOIC^^ investigated the problem 
experimentally*
However the first, direct evidence in favour of a .relationship 
between rotatory'power and refractive index was discovered by
fhls worker having obtained a coloured liquid optically
'■ ■ y . . ' W .
active compound* d-j^nonyl nitrite which is^ellow* atterupted to 
measure directly the wave length of the absorption bands that 
affected both rotatory power and refractive dispersion* From the
\
refractive In&loesf .for lig h t of five different wave length, enabled 
him to calculate the value of \bfrom the. Sellmeier Equation*-..
.He rns able to measure directly, the ware length.©£. the...- 
absorption band in the apeotroa of the substance by a photographic . 
Method* ; His figures are as follows ~
. {i) fredlsied from measurement of rotatory power- V *  S68OJ?0.
' V o(11) Bimil&rly. from measurements refractive Index A^s 3730 A. W,
(lit) %  dir oof phot agraphia measurement.; 36*70' ' ~ S7E0 
and lie therefore concludes that these results furnish strong 
evidence in support of the equations proposed for rotatory 
disporsire power by XBTOB and for refractive dispersion by 
Sill ilB, -
However, this mr% of -HDIfIR is open to criticism although,
affording some striding evidence in favour of a connection between
rotatory power and refractive index#' He says himself (loo ait)
w0n aocount of the experimental difficulties attendant on the
polarimetric observations the accuracy of the results is below
that usually attained in this series of investigations**
further :in ealoula ting the Hr tide Equation from eleven-
experimental observations* although two terms are'required ,he '
neglects X |t and to obtain some of these eleven observations he
uses a layer of J^j^nonyX nitrite 3*9 m #  in thicimess# ' E© has
therefore to multiply the observations by £5 to' obtain iM ~J 100 mm
ft is therefore necessary to investigate this subject further 
before the.conclusions of H0I1HH on the iniereoimeoti©n between 
rotatory power and refractive index can be accepted*
■ With this abject in view the fbuthor df this thesis decided to 
test the validity of the Sellmeier Equation sn& to find if the 
connection between optical .rotatory power and refractive'index 
suggest eci by HIM THE (lea ait) also held for the members of the 
’vinyl* series*
obtained may be considered ao Qxtr at e to 0 * OOOB unit*
■ For each o&rhinol th© valua of X fc e&lcralated from measurements 
of -optical rotatory power' was substituted in the SaXXmeler Equation 
and .the constants &g, befw®r© calculated from oil the ©bservtw 
:values.' for -the refractive index, using the principle. of'1 least 
squares* * .... ,. ,'.. .. .. ... .-■...
. The BeXXmeier .Equations obtained in Itis' way were a a follows ~
~  *  . o. xobix^  ■
X.. For methyX vinyl eatMnoX &** c X*8X4X£ f — r t  £
A •«* f * 2&9df )
■ s> '■ 0*17589 A*
^  ■ 2, Bor ethyl vinyl .carbine! n* s 1*8X6 51. f &
3* tor n-oropyl vinyl oarbinol x$ - 1*86237 4 71—• ~’1 ~ • A -* 1 *2696}
0*143177A 
\ \ *269
0 *14628 A"
.* for n*butyl' vinyl oatfbixiol n * 1*87903 f o
A- {*84X3)*
■e
The values for the refmetive Indices were fhtpi calculated from 
these equations#
; acomparison of the observed and calculated values for the 
refraotiva indices indicates that the difference between these 
values .is • of the order of the experimental error (Hates $-<] it. )*
Such'an agreement between calculated and observed values over
• \
a wide range of the spectrum affords strong evidmoe in favour of j 
the SeXImeier Equation as expressing refractive dispersion*
■. farther these result® clearly demonstrate,that the Irme and 
the Sellmsier Equations Indicate & conn©©tion between optical 
rotatory power and refractive index.
1 U 1 S I 1 B H $
General method of. preparation , of the alkyl vinyl a&rMnols*'
■ . ■ ■ ■ (a) Methyl' vinyl carbincl* \
; (hi jj.-.j?ropyl vinyl earfcinol*
(o) ja-Sutyl vinyl earMnol*
General method, of the resolution, of • the al&yl “vinyl . 1
earfcinols into their optical igomerides#
'fa) Methyl vinyl oarbimol* .
(fc) n-2?rcpyl vinyl oarMnol* 
fo) ruButyl vinyl carfcinol*
fho preparation and properties of some esters of 1 and 
d-n-Mtyl vinyl oarbinol*
The determination of *»
, fa)Optical rotatory power 
{VI Density* \
(a) Eefraotive Index.
fahlea and graphs#
General, method of preparation of ;the al&yl. 
vinyl' eaxblnols* - ■ ; ;
(a) Methyl'vinyl oarMnol#■'
{hi n-BropyX vinyl earMxioX* 
fe) n**Bmtyl vinyl eartinol*
carhinols'%&& that" due' to R#
The method' 0onsists ©esaatlslly in treating the CJrigiiard
,  M . , .
complex " Mg^ . * in which 1 is 0H^0«S^0^H^ 7and C^Hg respectively** > i. ^  ^
solution* and subsequent hydrolysis' of the product obtained# • In 
each case, the al&yl halide was prepared by the Author of this 
thesis*. genaraliy following the, method described in the- various 
Balls tins issued by the University of Illinois# These methods 
gave excellent yields of the. following - ■ -
' '  ch„ i ■ 92 jS
. €#;0Br ..90 i*
n*C*H-Br
. * * *  i Q  I
p
£-C4E9Er m  $
The preparation of acrolein-in large quantities., involved a §w*
great deal of time. and, experiment# - At first a method due . to W01J* ■ ! 
and EIIO^^ was tried*, but was found, to give poor,.yields .of' . ' ;j
.Acrolein* .later.the method of MOHSU^^ was adopted end found to :, 
give excellent .yields* -., \ :
■ ..;: Many difficulties had to -M -.solved before a ■ smooth. efficient . I-
■  •  . . j
■working" apparatus -was evolved#'.; - • . ■ ’  s
. ■ . '" ■ ’ ■ ■■-•■'.■■■.■'. ]
..,. The method of ■ EOBiSB. oonslsts in.hearing glycerol with a j
mixture of five parts of * potassium. bisoiphate: and one part of 
potassium sulphate,# ■ fhose two salts act as a dehydrating agent# :f 
They-.are finely powdered' and. throughout ..the reaction the mixture . . |' ' ' ' ■ " ; ' ; - I
of glycerol and. these salts is kept vigorously. agitated by an . . • |
■efficient stirrer#.' . v . i
.An- iron pot .1® used,and the heating, must be . very carefully 
regulated otherwise- a great deal of charring results* The, following;
charge is placed in the pot-- / . .
600 grjs glyceroi / f^o )
2000 gf-i potassium 'bisulphate ■ ■ - : •- 
400 grjs potassium sulphate .<
fresh charges of glycerol as the reaction proceeds* ■ ■•■
’ volatile"products o f the reaction'are la y o v e r  end •'■■■•. 
condensed' into a : largo ' flask  (4 l i t r e s V  M s '  is  f i t te d  witli a 
fractionating 'column a d  an e ff ic ie n t condenser, and is  kept a t  
?0%* fiie acrolein together' with various s tab ilis in g  im purities  
d is t i ls  over In to  a eooled receiver In  which. are-placed a' few 
erystale of hydro^uinoae .which s tab ilises  the acrolein#
;.fhe .reactionstarts at l$0°~3w 0 and finishes at %BQ C, "so 
that the glycerol does not reach the. toiling point, ^80°0* As the !
reaction.proceeds fresh charges of glycerol are added through the 
?charging inlet1, and this addition of glycerol-is continued until ' | 
the catalyst loses its efficiency# fhis.is'usually indicated by a 
rapid rise- in temperature, :and. the very, slow rate of distillation 
of .volatile... products*
"fhe, liquid, in the cooled receiver consists of two layers, the- 
upper one being acrolein saturated, .with water, the lower one he lag ■ 
water: saturated with acrolein# '. She acrolein layer is removed 
through a' separatory funnel* shaken with 10 per cent of its weight j 
of dry powdered.sodium bicarbonate to remove acid bodies and dried j
|wl*j1 • j
over^oaicluia. chloride#'. finally it is fractionally distilled,and ' j 
the fraction,.boiling at' collected separately,and stabilised
with l/S50th part its. weight of hydr'ogulnone*'.
It was found .that,direct heating of the iron pot' caused a . ' •
great dealing of, charring, and therefore'a short ♦life* for the 
catalyst* •. -,rihe outside of the. iron pot was packed with Calais sand j 
and the heating very carefully regulated*' this precaution - j
prolonged. the: life . of. the catalyst# fhe outlet carrying off the • 
volatile products frequently became chosked> so a moans was found 
to ‘clear1; this pipe when necessary* fhis was performed by the j 
use of a ‘gas-union f piece’ at "Hie end of the outlet pipe,and thus ;
enabled a' rod to be pushed down without interfering with the ■ other ;
parts of the apparatus* ' - '
:/ ' ib ' yory - ©b|eotienable compound • to handle* ■ It cause® 
sore0 where;It'' touches the shin, end It ha& a ^ lachrymose -act!©a on
1  '  ,  • / v i A / v v A )
the eyes* - '.An anay g m  km k  'm®. worn .whoa aoroleia was^ueed* •
'WBihg' &$$ ©rude glycerol%, the . yieids of ecroieta -obtained 
wer* 4S-S0JI , 6. (d:. W - i V C .
,. .The pihyl. magnesium haMdo;was prepared ‘ace.ording.-to the method
©f.QJMfU Js ; using.® tteeo^mea^flask. end stirring
throughout. the reaction# . ;■••■■•■ ■.■.
. Very efficient stirring was required daring the slow addition 
of the .ethereal.' solution.,of the acrolein to the ulfcyl magnesium' 
halide* . '. .
!^e general mottiod .for #iO .preparation of:the f<ar alkyl irlnyi 
carhlnols'.(Methylf ethyl, n~propyl, n^hmtyl. Tiny!■ earbinols) was ■ 
as .follows. ~
■ (a)f Jhxring the slow.addi tion of,aerolein to the alhyl •
magnesium, halit# Tory efficient cooling,imd stirriiagt:
f b) #. Pec ompo si ti on. of..1 complex* . with the the ore tic al quanti ty .
. of hydrochloric aoli and .ice- immediately all - the.-acrolein
has he©m added* a -
(©}* .Separate ether layer ■ and.shake with -p©tassimm carbonate
. to eliminate all traces of a-oid bodies*
(d)# .fSalt ..out*.:the ..elooliol dissolved in-the aqueous layer
with sodium thlori.de,extract with ether, and add to {©)*
Steam distil aqueous lay or/"1 salt out* the alcohol in the
. steam distillate,, extract with other and add to (©)♦ •
(0 J * Dry combined ether extract® ©Ter-small amounts of freshly
ignited potassium carbonate and- finally over anhydrous ■
sodium sulphate* .
{f)t Distil off. ether through a long. eoMmn* ■
(g)* Eectify in vacuo to separate alcohol:from higher boiling .
■ ' fractions which are polymers* '
(hj* Dry over barium oxide* ■.
■ {!)* Eactify at ordinary pressures# .J?L
t M b thesis however decided to add only 90$ ©f the theoretical 
quantity of acrolein to the methyl magnesium iodide* !IMa was ' 
decided because investigation® by OHUbl a hV 3 floe. oil) .indicated 
that yields of .-the-/first.-.complex in- Grignard reactions, namely* 
alkyl -magnesium, halides t wore of the order .of 90$
: It was' found .difficult to obtain the' methyl vinyl - e&rMneX 
free from ether;-and:water# I/istiXXutiom at' a slow rate through a 
long efficient' column was found to take off the other* fo obtain 
this alcohol free from water entailed• long continued drying over 
freshly ignited b&rtom oxide*- Methyl -vinyl carbtool prepared In 
this way boiled at 9$°—  ' A email quantity of ,thla alcohol
on titration with a standardised solution of bromine' in’ carbon
tetracbloride> and ’back1 titration of the excess’bromine by mean
0O^ Uv»vv ■
of etaBdardA.v^t6-Biilphate '0011111011. gave .the following result - '
rA/W> - - - : iw-
0*781 of Methyl vinyl carbinoX required 1*599 gr$ bromineA '
. fheory requires 1#5984 grama bromine. .
{b &'o| - Irenaraf fon: of rppyl.^ .yinyl. carbine! ’ find n-frutyl earblnol*
-' the ' same precautions were observed*ms previously'stated,for the 
preparations of these alcohols* In each case it was found that large 
quantities of higher boiling polymers of the alcohols were formed# 
Ihese two alcohols were only slightly'soluble to water*
Yields obtained:- . ■
n-^rcpyl vinyl carbine! 58$ B*pb. 133^-138° (f 
n-hutyl " " w 35$ B*gt 133^135° C, j L ^ ,
litration as before'with bromine in carbon .tetrachloride gave the 
following results -
- far** (k/)H\j
n-?ropyX vinyl oarbinol 1.050 grs required S*DB g^s bromine
Theory requires 1*998 ip^ T *
ruButyl vinyl oarbinol 1.4E grs required 1*991 1
Theory' requires 1,994 g^f *
>■©*£
General method of the resolution - of the alkyl vinyl 
oarbinols into -' their dptioal isomerides.
(a). Methyl vinyl oarbinol#
fW* Or tropyl vinyl" oatbinol*:;
Col* n- Butyl, vinyl oarMnol
The method'of XaSCXAB! end M I D I  (loo cit) was employed f o x  the., 
resolution of the sl&yl vinyl oarbinols. into their optica2 isomeride* 
fhis method consists in the fractional orya talllaa ti on , from an 
organic solvent, of is&e alhaloldal salt* of the hydrogen phthallc. 
esteri*. In. the optically pure state,’ of f1 o four alloy! Tiny! 
carbinols investigated isy the duthor of ..this thesis*; only one has . 
"been previously described, Bamely£n~butyl vinyl oarhinol by XEMBY 
(loo oiti,  :
Preparation' of ■ the hydro gennhthalic- esters* .• *
' fhe/ hydrogen.'phthalio esters of the alkyl vinyl oarhlnols 
were prepared • according to the method'-of which is a slight
modification.: of' the d$e, due to HO.^ 11 and ICliYGf. Essentially the 
method is as follows «-■ The alcohol with 10E excess of an egal* 
molecular proportion of phthalio anhydride are heated on the water 
hath for about .ten hours, /The product when cool- is dissolved in a 
dilute solution of caustic;.soda and-ice,’, MM t e  caustic soda,is 
added if necessary until; all.the product has dissolved and'the 
resulting solution is alkaline to .phenol-ph'thalein#--:.: 3?he solution , 
which when, working up 100 grams of:carbine!, would; 'amount' to■ about •
6 litres,, is extracted with ether several times to remove unchanged 
alcohols and: neutral: esters, A: current of:air Is ? then hlo?m through 
the solution.for several hours to remove the dissolved ether* tOie 
solution, is aeidifiert - with hydrochloric acid,and the hydrogen 
phthalio ester 'extracted with chloroform:# fhe chloroform solution 
Is washed several times with water, and then carefully dried with 
powdered anhydrous magnesium sulphate., & process which- removes all 
but mere traces.of phthalio acid* The bulk of the chloroform is 
removed, by distillation on a water’bath, the last traces under 
diminished pressure* The hydrogen phthallc' ester If a solid, is 
then recrystallised from a suitable solvent*-'
• »* i>d«»
2he-hydrogen'phthalio'''ester- of methyl carhimol•is &■ Xow- 
molting solid ‘ f about $®0}'V A small fusaatity oxt titration with, a 
• standardised solution'of caustic soda•gars, the;following•figures' 
v : l«loa grs hydrogen phtMlic. ester required 0*20 gxg f&OH
(Kav*J ■
: ' theory requires 0*2002 gj*p I-&OK.■ ■
hydrogen phthal&te•■: ■ •
'-'Th&B' ester-is a solid* and could not h@ reorystallised from 
all the' solTents tried* M.pt 62#63®a ( o f ' crude d l * ester) 
y-BesuXt of titration -
( V t v v  '  . »
•>•• 0*830 grs required 0*133 grs laOH-
A  ■ .' • . • /
theory'requires 0*1324 grs laOH*^
n~Butyl-vinyl oarbinyl hydrogen phthalate*
■fhis ester has been prepared by D'EbhM (loo oit) hut Its 
properties are not ■ described by Mm*. ■ '
: : fhis ester is a solid, and.crystallises well from acetic
acid or light petrol,in the form of prismatic needles and has 
M.pt 56-57°0*: .
On titration the. following re stilt - was obtained -
( X / v v ^  C X / f u ' w '
1*201 grs required 0*1926. g%s ITaOE*
. JVv“'w/ '
theory requires 0*1932 grs ITaOH*:,
of methyl vinyl . carbinol, wm. dissolved. in % litres of- acetone*. ■
The. solution m s  waztaed:- with 8?0 grams of. anhydrous; brucine ...on the . 
water hath until all. the brucine had dissolved* The solution was . 
filtered, concentrated to. about half bulls and then allowed to cool* 
The crystals,which formed as.leafy. plates on cooling,were.collected 
and were found. to melt: at• 12Q~122.°C* flic process of crystallisation 
was repeated several 'timesfA using smaller amounts of solvent for 
each crystallisation*.: After.ten such crystallisations a portion of
Urtnu)
the crop was'decomposed and the. hydrogen phthslic ester^obtained by
' , A/wto
pouring a solution of the brucine salt dilute hydrochloric
' - V’ ' ' *•' ' Ar. . • : " '■■•'.■: ■'•. ■ • ■ . .V; .
acid, extracting the-hydrogen phthalio ester thus precipitated with
ether, repeated washing of this extract with dilute
hydrochloric acid, drying with fused oaldium''chloride,"' and removal
of ether by distillation* The hydrogen phthalio. ester ..obtained'"
■ r , - !  dc
from this tenth crop was a low melting solid and had |cCj f 26*3° 
in ethyl alcohol solution* To this tenth crop was added 140 grams 
of brucine salt obtained by working up all but the first mother 
Ilwfet&sf making 180 grams in all*
ffVvJ .
This was crystallised another eight'times ,when % decomposition
of a ■portion of the brucine sale a hydrogen phthalio ester with
|l(o f 40*5° was obtained* further' crystallisation-did not increase
this valuerand it was found that.the hydrogen phthalio ester
obtained from one of these crops and the hydrogen'phthalio ester
obtained from the corresponding mother 14^uM,had the &mm rotatory
power* It was therefore considered jJJ +' 40»50 was the value for the
. 6
optically pure cUhydrogen phthalio ester of methyl vinyl carbinol*
■ vv^rytCu^JU y •.'•
Careful laa&teg %  of subsidiary crops yielded^together with the 
main' crop # 140 grams of the brucine salt of. the fully active hydrogen 
phthalio ester of ethyl vinyl carbinol* -Altogether this process 
involved 300 crystallisations*
■ 66*
first mother liquor from.the preceding series-.of crystallisations-. ■. 
was found .to "have IfCJ ■ -18*0°. he following; alkaloids gave salts 
which wer©\gmsu , '
. StaryolSne#..'
’■ ./Morphine*. " a _
. Quinine* .
Cinchonine#
Cino&eni&ine# .
; Quinidine*
, f/7
,£y v-dh©'hydrogen phthalic ;ester C -was dissolved in low ;:
boiling petroleum ether,with & few. drops of' ether to facilitate":; - 
solution* :. .'After a few days an oil.' separated, and later crystals 
were • observed mized -with •. the; oil# ' ^h© crystals were -collected and .
^  - >  f t h c .  r
found to hay© |AJ ~30*0°*7 the "oil Imidng the,'mine j^9#0°* . fhe 
crystals were crystallised- 'from petroleum -ether-several 'times*' After: 
eight crystallisations the hydrogen phthalic ester had (2] ~4Q>66# 
Further crystallisation did.not; cause, this, yalue .'to alter* . I
This aeries of -crystallisations from petroleum ether was very : 
tedious,.- -because the. solubility - of the hydrogen phthalio ester . j
boiling petroleum ether varied .very little from th© solubility in ' i 
cold petroleum ©then* -~.ua---a- - / .. - a-//.
.-However, by- this means -some of the fully-active 1 m  vo-hydro gen •
•’ phthalio ester was obtained with the 'same magnitude of rotation • -
"but of opposite sign to the dartre hydrogen phthalio ester - obtained
from th© crystallisation of the brucine salt*'
A hydrogen-phthalio: eater-from brucine salt ; - :A. 4 .40*5° a'
; »■ ■ «/' • petroleum ether ■
crystallisations - ' - 40*60
Both esters melted at 5 0 - 5 3 and crystallised from petroleum
ether in the form of long prismatic needles* -
- 6 7 -
4£ grams' of-'hydrogen'-phth&lio ester with .j^f +• 40f5° end \M*pt, 5£U5£?0
' voJL^Ju ' ^
Sfeis^ts found to fee unchanged• after-’feoryetallisation from 
petroleum ether. ' The - ester" (1 mol*.) ' was. dissolved 1n" a solution of 
■sodium hydroxide {.&§' mole * I m & . the.methyl vinyl earfeinol removed 
fey a current• of steamy" The'-©arfeinol was' ’salted1. out' from’ the ■ 
stem distillate fey means of sodium chloride* the solution feeing 
extracted with, .ether'several times*'/The combine & ether extracts 
were dried over-small''amounts of freshly ignited,potassium oarfeonat^  
and finally over anhydrous sodium sulphate,- She either was removed 
fey. distillation through a. long column,at. a slow rate# -The methyl • 
vinyl carbine! was dried for a few days over barium oxide*filtered
and distilled*; treated in this way the, methyl vinyl • carfeinol,
- - .•■ ty'C. ■ .;■ ■: i ■■ U;
feoiled at £6©80« ”’’It was distilled until the rotatory power and .
the refractive index were constant* .The physical constants were
determined• for this alcohol as described in Part 4 (Experimental)* ,
■ ffe). The resolution of n-propyl vinyl carbinol* • • . '
The optically inactive hydrogen phthalle ester ($E5 grS) of 
n-propyl vinyl carbinol was dissolved in ethyl, alcohol (If litres) 
and•the solution heated on the-water bath under a*reflux condenser 
with strychnine (448 grams) * :After filtering to remove, .undissolved 
strychnine the-solution was concentrated'to about 750' e*c • and ..;
allowed to remain-for some hours in the ice chest* . The crystalline 
salt was collected and subjected to -a process of. crystallisation as 
descrifeed previously# ? The .strychnine salt was found to crystallise
In hard prisms melting at :164**6°0# The resolution, oljfa~pr©pyl vinyl
$A4U0 It
carbinol was found to proceed-much less smoothly 'and^quickly 'than hr
methyl vinyl carbinol* : Thus after seven crystallisations a portion 
■ . fksL - ■
of the crop of^strychnine salt on deoompositi on,yielded a hydrogen
aXc
phthalic ester with HI ~lg*o®f.- hour further, crystallisations raised
tdU 0
this value to j£j -15*0°; five more crystallisations similarly gave
crep 65. grams .of strychnine' gait9H*pt 170*3o0f the .hydrogen phthalio 
eater eST^lch/h&d .the value 1X1 *»l6*6$+ A'
■ .Cto- .attempting to; pepeat' this procedure with. a fresh quantity, 
of n-propylvinyl o&rblnyl Ijy&rogen- phthalfce ISO grs) - it was ■ found 
that no- resolution;was / taking glace# ■' Shis ’ possibly was due ; to. the 
following•'cause * v
j:/'/':.-:-: Ml? 'A
\ ’ i-ai-b C-fl - 4'S " ;
ai/i is -t-8 - ■■■■■■■
..' ’ . |3
three salts probatl^ "being formed as shown,and with the concentratio
used the salt|1A ,1*3 was•possibly the least soluble#
,. However, working at 'the same concentration as previously and
{eKjJyo^i v
‘seeding1 the .solution with a crystal of • tb ©^strychnine saltt the 
resolution was .found, to proceed hormally*
fhe resolution of n-prppyl vinyl carbinol was rather laborious, 
lor the two resolutions described over 300 crystallisations were 
necessary* and yielded 80 gmois of the fully active strychnine salt
Attempts to obtain the dextre-lsomeride of.the hydrogen . 
phthalic ester of ...rupropyl vinyl carbinol*
. On decomposition .of.-the. first mother liquor from the resolution 
of the strychnine, salt of the hydrogen phthalic e s t e r b y  pouring 
into dilute ammonia,., filtering, acidifying filtrate. with ;
T~
hyJjdoohlorio acid, extracting with ether, drying over fused-calcium 
chloride* and distilling off ether * the to tat ory power of the 
hydrogen phthallo ester thus obtained was HJb
(a) 'Attempts were'made to obtain:an alkaloids! salt of this ester 
With ■ a ■ Broods#
- Cinchonine#
: , Cinchonldlne# ■
Quinine#
A A ., Auinldine# : .
iiorphine
but 'gums were obtained in each'case# , *69*»
J j j *  l f i < v  W  V  W  « * * *  » * •  ^  • * ■ « • • ■ «  -  -  « - T  — r - ^ J f
n-propyX' rinyl' e&rbinel was .treated with light petrol’ as follows '«* ■ 
flio ester was dissolved, in petrol etna-ether • adding a few drops of 
ether to facilitate solution#.:, fhe solution was left for.a few days 
when "an' oil’separated* . fhis oil was seeded with a little §X~ 
hydrogen phthalio esterfand after a‘few days a solid..separated* $he 
solid was filtered from the oil r -and' both oil and solid' rotatedr
r oi-c ,'
when' each was’:found' to':'hay® the same' value. gtj ' Other .
0
solrents were tried hut without success* '. ' ■
(aI* Attempts to mice derivatives with. the. following #...
. Cil■ Benai&ene# .
■ (ill Oamphyl&aine*
•"■ ■ (111) Henthylmine* :
Irt Bornylamine •
The hydrogen phth&lie. ester, of n-propyl; vinyl carhinoi 1© an acid,
containing a. carbosylie group,. _ \ ;. ■ > V r. ■;.
.GOOH
E0
and possibly will give salts with' organic bases# ' Bquimolecular.'' 
quantities of the partially active dextro-.es ter and benzi&ene were 
confined in warm .benzene,.' and on cooling a' solid separated 
I M S 0* \ On further crystallisation . this s-ettd became oily* •.:
' Similarly the derivatives -of c&mphylaaine, meih menthylamine, 
and hornylamimt all gay® oils* " . 
fd)* Inorganic gaits*
. Attempt^ ' to obtain ■ inorganic salt of the acid ester
wer© unsuccessful.# ..'All the common metallic bases were tried#
i. \ ■ ■ ■
.(el# ffhe■p.nitircubengoate# :
fh© p#nitrb.benzoate of dl* n?propjl vinyl carbinol.was
prepared as follows <*....'■_
\ ■ ‘ ~70~ :■
into several .times itsvolume of .cold water*; A -..slowly solidifying 
oil separated, and m s  extracted with ether9 washel sucoeesively
. r - ' u  ■ , - ' 5
with dilute hydroolSorlo acid {twice), with water (onoe)#with dlliite 
sodittra'';'eesph«ac e&rbonat a; solution ftwice j and finally washed with 
water, .fhe ether solution was. dried*. over ..fused calcium chloride» 
the. ether removed .hy distillation and the p#nltro hens ©ate: 
.crystallised from .ethyl alcohol# . Prepared thus the: p*nitr0.bens©ate 
is aaalidv 60~&%o and crystallises from, ethyl alcohol, in the " 
form, of: leafy .plates# . ' Va..- a *
fh® p#nitro^'bensoate. of'some partially active dextro a?propyl
~ _ aJU.
vinyl carhlnol .t + 8*0° .was prepared^ and;.was found to he an ©11#
■
. All the methods a-tteiEgted to oh tain'the fully active dertro 
hydrogen phthalic ester having' been, unsuccessful, an attempt was 
made to obtain the l&evo - isomerid* hy means of another alkaloid’ in 
oi&er to confirm the'value obtained for the hydrogen phth&lla ester 
from the strychnine salttfhe talc in© salt of some hydrogen phthalie
C --<k!Ic .
ester of n-propyl vinyl ^arhinol with jotj - IB#0°'.was prepared hy 
warming molecular proportions of. ester and. brucine in acetone* . On 
cooling the brucine. salt separated in the form of prismatic needles 
lupt* 118~120°,£. fhis salt was' fractionally crystallised' from. 
acetone and after five crystallisations - gave a-hydrdgen phthalic.
oIjc tloyaS*
ester of |JJ - further crysttallisation' did not alter this
value* and it mn  found,that the hydrogen phthalie esters obtained
(UidJ-c. lUf
from the or op. andthe corresponding .mother liauer hoth-had^gj^- ES®
Preparation;of l-n„propyl vinyl, oarMnol# (;
80 grams of fully active strychnine salt of 'the hydrogen 
phthalio ester of n*propyl vinyl carbinol on.decomposition yielded
r.~i l(j«C>0
30 grams of hydrogen phthalio ester'with [ij *. M#pt#88~60°Q#b
fhe alcohol was obtained in the same way as for methyl vinyl 
carbinol (loa cit)♦ : ' " 71 ' ' '
determined. as.dtscri&ed la tart.4 ■{Experlmeaatal) *
(cl* fixe- resolution of n-butyl vinyl o&rMsioX»
*  > K « n » m n it * » i i « W > i  r i M i i i l n i i i in i i i | n ~ m  i r r n "  r m n i l i  n m  f m m i r i i  ■  n * i w »  i  m n r m  ~ r  - n i y i n i f r t t i i n m i i n ' t n r r - T r i n ' n *  i "' r - i r r i r n t i'ii — - - — R t - r  r  • — - - - - - - - - - - n * n  m r i - t - p - i n - f r - r
llIUiBI {Xoo, elt) • h m . described/; ivn^propyl vinyl esrMnol and
ie,
gives the value ■«. This wor&ei used the ; method of IX0KA21.
and .KMT 01. to resolve •, t he alcohol into • its optical isomer Ides * tat 
was able to obtain the Baevo- isoxaerl&e/S only# the Author of this;
^  f/l**5  ^ ithesis has. repeated the resolution and obtained^values |JJ;~
25.Csl°.
■1I1.ABT gives no details of flie resolution* ■
i'lie optically.inactive hydrogen phthalie ester 1490 .g$s) of 
n-tratyl tlnyl oarMnol were dissolved in ethyl alcohol (4 litres) 
and the solution heated in the water hath under a reflux condenser 
with strychnin© (645 grs) * She.solution was filtered, to: remove 
tmdissolved.strychnine, and the crystals which formed on cooling 
were collected. As previously described,the strychnine salt was 
submitted to fractional'crystallisation* Xhe resolution proceeded 
very smoothly and -after nine’ crystallisations yielded a hydrogen
«JLc
phthali©. ester of maximum rotation^ .. [^ Q ~ l£*6°,M.*ptf 5-CU§£°0. On 
wording up the mother liquors £50' grams of strychnine salt were 
obtained in the form' of square plates ,12* pt«174-176 °0 *
i!he &~»~butyi, vinyl esrbinyl hydrogen phtfcalate*
■ Peoamposltlcn of the first mother liquor of the strychnine •
salt yielded an acid ester jij t 9.#0 0f ThSs was found to give a
0
crystalline morphine salt, She partially active dextro acid ester
(180 grams yj ~ 9*6°) was dissolved in ethyl alcohol. (500 0*0 *) andft /
C ( / V ^ v
warmed on the water bath with morphine (224 gr^ s}# On ooolingjthe 
morphine salt separated out in- the form of cubes,II.pt. XlE~X14°a*
active morphine salt were obtained 114*416 °Q*
Preparation ■ of the &~ ant i- n .butyl• vinyl carbine!*
Prom the 250 grama, of fully- active strychnine salt the 
JUhy&rogen phthalio ester of n~butyl vinyl carbine!. 95 grama of 
hydrogen phthalls ester with (A] ■«* !2*$° were obtained. Similarly 
the 120 grama of morphine salt yielded 52 grs of ester t 12f6d . 
the values of the hydrogen rhth&Xio esters1hoth for the dextro and 
the X&eve isomer Ids 1 were tznclHanged by crystallisation from acetic 
acid* . 'c ■ ■ • ' •■■
■the dextro-aad the l&evo-isomerides of n~butyl vinyl .o&rbinal 
were obtained from the hydrogen phthalio esters in. a similar way 
to that for dimethyl vinyl carbinol (loo citb •
Prepared in. this way the Isomerl&es had-the following 
properties - |°QD ■
X-n-Butyl vinyl carhinol B*pt.l53-154°C . ~ 25.0°
, eUn - " rt * B.pt*l§3~154°a f S&«-o2?
fhe physical constants were, determined for these isomerides as 
described in.Part 4 (Experimental)*
i.
A
fhe preparation and properties of some esters of 
' 3U saad d*ll~butyl 'vinyl oarMnol
Anhydrous formic acid was'' prepared li| tie convenient method of ;'■{ 
which' consists in'mixing 905* formic acid with sufficients 
pure (98$) sulphuric acid to form the moaohy&rate, and distilling- |] 
off under diminished pressure,the formic acid formed,using a cooled j.j 
reoeirer* the temperature is maintained below ?0°£f. tobfc. during the j 
mixing and the subsequent distillation7in. order to reduce the ;
, evolution of carbon monaxi.de to a minimum# fhe.fermla eel& thus ' \
obtained was placed In a stoppered bottle,. and surrounded with a ' . j 
freezing mixture* fhe solid formic acid Was' separated from the
t f c s > Y v _ 1  •  '  |
liquid portion an doused for the preparation of the formitew j
Anhydrous formic acid (& grams),and l~n~butyl vinyl earbinol !| 
6.S grams),were warned together on the water hath for an hour and jj 
then the product was poured carefully'into cold, water, extracted I 
with ether| the ether extract washed repeated!^with water Ctwice) J 
dilute sodium carbonate (twice}, and finally again with watertdried :| 
over fused calcium'chloride and the ether removed by distillation* !5j 
s2:he ester was distilled at atmospheric pressure through a fraction-- 1 j1
ating column,. until the refractive index and rotatory, power were ; 
constant*
Prepared thus the formate of l~n~lmtyl vinyl oarbinol is a :! 
minty smelling mobile liquid, boiling at T55-.157°0. at;atmospheric jl
pressure ,. . . P
%0. . • |
[b I observed « 41*01 ) !:-i
■ L-:hl , , , j :, A  = ,0*f9 ■ . . i
5896 • calculated s: 40.22 J , A
fa). Preparation of 1*^-butyl vinyl c&rbinyl acetate.
 r / (k**j
Acetic anhydride ($ grams) and JUn. butyl vinyl earbinol (5 grs) 
were warmed on the water bath for l| hours and the product treated 
in the same way as for the formate*'
X-n~butyI vinyl oarbinyl acetate is a pleasant smelling liquid
LM } - A  » 0*635896 " ©alculated ' 44,84 }
(a}*. Preparation of d-n-butyl vinyl oar^inyl butyr&te*-.
flie preparation of both the formate ami the acetate was
/Y~
accompanied by a ©tenge. in the sign of the dotation,..The cdrv© of
■ ■ two
the specific.rotatory powers of thes^esters appeared to indicate •
that the4 aityrat© would hare the same sign in rotation as the
parent alcohol, This was found not to he the case, the .butyrate
having a sigfi in rotation opposite to that of the alcohol*
Butyric anhydride (Ograms) and d-n-butyl vinyl earbinol
(6 ,grams) were treated similarly*' d-n-butyl vinyl oarMnyl butyrat©
prepared in this way is an unpleasant smelling, mobile liquid boilings
at '198~&0O°O at eydinary atmospheric pressure# Hie ester was •
fix
distilled -until the rafractive index and rotatory power were
constant*
H observed z 54*0 \) A  *0*08calculated a . 54*08 )
(&), Preparation pi d~n~butyl vinyl oarbinyl. bensoate*
/•Vvv orviljK'
iiie benaoat© was prepare C* to observe the influence of the
bensoyl group en the rotatory power
d-n-bixtyl vinyl earbinol (8 grs) was dissolved in dry pyridine
'  { X / w v /
(7 grs)..,. and bemsoyl, chloride (10*5 grs) was added very slowly with 
cooling, $he product was allowed to stand overnight,and then poured 
into cold water,, extracted with ether, the ether extract washed 
successively with water (twice) ..dilute hydrochloric acid (twice), 
water (once)-, dilute ©odium carbonate solution (twice) and finally | 
once with water, dried over freshly ignited potassium carbonate, •' 1
ant the ether removed by distillation* The ether was then distilled
t e s t e r  was distilled uatil the refractive .index and rotatory
power were constant*..
20
observed « 64.f37 )
' . I A  m 0*06'
'calculated * 64*43 j ’
KpDA , ■ •wi^  ■*'
XIL
lote on the esters of d- and vinyl oaxMnol
fhe physios! constants of these two esters were determined as 
described in lart 4 (feperlmental* *
She facts that the refractive indices of these esters lie on 
a smooth curve* and the constancy of the rotatory power were taken 
as proof of the purity of these esters*
. In two cases.*; the formate and.the butyrate* the esters were 
hydrolysed end the parent aleoho! recovered tmohanged in sign and 
magnitude, of rotation*
-77-
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4* flit Determination of
" fa)■ Optical rotatory power* 
Cbl Density* .
■ ■ •(a) 'Kefractive index# ■
- 7 8 -
fa}- flit- apiieal m i m t m f  pwtrs were i®|€mia©i' in tlx® '
-WvAjLvu^ -S^  Zo
$a$& if -tli#, etotoilf is; tot iiat# for t#j^ ©3?&tmre#
iwm:m®'®* It Mtoto to# >#U£s$. point |. iM'to tot -
##,§# ®f |^ |#Mtflvi:nyi i#imtl#t$' wito tot following
oo&vontit
lititoftttoeiiKta#,- tttotm as# toto&nt# i&otooi;
flit- rototOfar ftWfM if to# tsltti wtt# t#t#f®t»#i. in tot ^
li#iiii.tat#Ui ttott at :I#$:*s ■■■:"’ •. ■
& #  poworo' tf tot &i$ohoirwar#'d#if.rmto#d -■■
m i  sg i j  dcssu' # itom #f IlspM*: at *; ■ fit i&gfot: if f lit# ■:
W  tongttyf* is tot irifJM# ap#ttinia
> • ;, if §i- <fcii&otrW uni
>  V ; .  - # .. ..#
X #: ■ ; . , # ..
X * # - ¥f
. x # .,-4ait.;:. ■ , *
to# potatory p m m w - m m  Itltfaimti ter X t & &  of, to?* itiifto - 
last toas %  m 43Si JLn* tot to#toif#iM# .s&ttotdf^  - - to tot;. :- 
$&#* if tato aittoti at,tea#! f t f # . f t a dt ogt  weft'", 
totatefit J^dgfeat s»«rt tf %t®t wan tottt--
o *. # a i to t -afpafatm# ms#4 itteiad foygr tarefm l 
aijm itm tst - f l i t  apparatus tB tp ltfti u s  to t  taa t
at toat tistd if iHFfwii & fitojjp { % m * ® it*)# tot Taimti fop tot 
■potatoty p.owtfff totoistd a?@ totwa am ptoio| ( (3 - ■ I -
to to# #a$t #f to# eat#?i tlx# potatoyjr power# wet*# determined at 
,§#$«• mstog a leiimeirs ttffeo* a M  .-tor.iigSt sf tot ftof refrsmgto 
Mlito# if-to# TitlMt epooirnm previously stated* .
wf#**
A i&cheted. tub© it l#mg m i  weed. t m  ft# ftsaper&iure 
rotation# round ftift oil *% different t«foratmr#f
otmld'%f;fu%©4 from A ftfth A .41.pping .Into ft#
sulttano# miittf ebeertetien indie&ftd ft# iee^ereftre*
■ if ,ft# r $ftterr power £<*f ft# *&e.«heft :were
made fey ten®eyatuyee at, »fpyoxiaateIy M % ,  teteytals, from 
20#o to within X0°Cef ft# %#llia§; ;v;.:3he i^per&tttfo waa
rood let it# uni: lawiiiftlr afftr ..ft#, eheeftaHen of
ft# n§^ nitud© if angIt if pifcetiia* tttl ft# &«*** if ft# ft# 
ia^ereture reeding* m m  ifteii*;..-, Ilfth of ft# fi$t ■ rtf 
of ft# fftfti# epoctrum prerlittely nig@d for. the
ofteftetioh#* ' .■ ^
- fte rotnfoay' pewere were j&oo 4.eier©tiied for ft© ottbetaaeee 
-ft#irft#j h M : ;eoeied in order to dtftimrtna if any reooaiteiion had ■ 
eeenrred# . I# raee^ieal!#» wee eheerred. In angr of .fte ©impound# 
iateet tented*.,
: M m  ft# peet&te ftftftei. Ipftft# II. iz | a eerie* of graft# 
were fXtitii with te^eretnree.ot- erdiii&iew isnd. rotetory power* a®
’fteeiee&ftd ©rnoft 0u#te$ iraw.-threnft ft# point®*
rroii these curves (plat## (f-iozfj ft# for f^ J at .1#* 4#*
h
60®, 00°* 100°, ISO0# 14#* #** and at ft# bailing painti « »
ftftlmii H i  ore-'fteft #n pi&teji , . ) . * . . .
,'the. eptleei- rotatory power if ’Tiflji oorrinoX wee
UrUis.
determined-ft oprroniiaotely.pjf- solution ft
V*
inftin ii«EulpMlt .#nd efcseXnie eXsehel* .fer*Xi$ht. if ft# fift 
refrangihiiit.ieo of the vielhle $pmttm preview-eXp mentioned*
w m  m a m * * # * * f \ m  w y ? -  «»*»■*«.* ** w  '■•»■■ . w  y  ■*■ v
pli^tigmp&iaslly* fto ■ $?AeajJ*..- fll&iuM ore utom $n plate^
#f |M- ifm iltf tf . t&fi. w?@ ®ad$
mting & feytaMttt* stout 1*5 c«.#. fm  ttifetn&ig?M At
in terrain ®f approximately 20^ 0. 20°C to witfeiia .&#$ M
tJio fcoilt«& ptlal# . ....
farem t&« M®M3»t.$ obtained m jgr&$i& umi si
sriiitit®# n»4 m  $&$$&$$«& . ft w  ths$$ ike
TOlmt tf llif dtimitjr si various ItmfiraMrfi i«  ti-fitti* 
t&& AmMlitw si 2i^ #. 4#*. .10&°0*# a M  s® it I® iki
liillsg  pttet* fro* %lmm gtipk® .srs.A®W#ot«<i sui f&im
m  plalfls ( 7jf :3U ■. . .
i»m . mitt* round tise $$11 sf whii& « l t r  At 1 © %  
was # irtu&iitM from a lte»®®ti§4 ty m o ® M  if # ;i«P* ligii
I® tfcrott&koai ike. itsorfaiioa#*
?s|.usi wore' iti*i&od fit W # t  if IMfittt different m r s  %oagtfe* ’
oitlofe. &rt £*&ifty otti&jr distributed- ster 'tMt j^ ostrtsau
Mtktaa Hei ' wtYi . ' . :i?u3- Mtsfrlm tails*'
■ ItiH' ■ ' *. * * ' ,64§i * " *
. jftitt: *■' ■ Ct»90 * #
tiffef■ lollow ' ■* . m ' ifit m m
. * # e ' ■ §fOO t ' ■ i
.aercury Green A- :' f 0401 "#-■ «
' 0 # ■ 521ft ' It A
a a t» . :#' 0154 « -w
■ « ' a * • * " 5100 ' ■*: #
' 0 ■ # 4%m * • :
t M  vOxim Obtained swsliowi w  pUteft ili.lj J : : ■;■
Xt% raXum t m  ilt of the Ifl'lmtitt Iqu&iiim for
«&#h Alcohol m%m e&leui&ted* flm sit$mt$i « i  
tuXu $b for th.B indices mrt #i§» ■« flsiii f <£<; /o )*
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SUMLIARY OP THE WORK CARRIED OUT
BY ME SINCE THE FORWARDING OF If f  
THESIS POH PH.D. TO THE UNIVERSITY
OP LONDON.
. ; It was considered of .great-: inter**si 'io:' endeavour• to
reduce 1 ~n- butyl vinyl earbinol: to the eorraspending 
saturated alcohol, and to "compare'-the values 'fox';the rotatory 
power and physical constants wHh,.those obtained. by: pickard &
: Keg-yon ^ T*C*S* (<V3. fqi$)
butyl vinyl earbin6i;w&S/';ohusett' because ; the active, 
alcohol had been obtained in. larger.Quantities;than the . other • 
three members of the ’vinyl*-series*
The first method - tried.was one due to VAVOil (An1** OMm* 
1914 (IX) 1* 144) , ■ which 'consists ©ssenti slly^in/simkirg a 
solution of 'the tuasatura tad alcohol in'. ac© tic •so id, iti. .an 
atmosphere of hydrogen, using ‘platinum’Blaci catalyst•
After 43 hours centinuous-^shakingt theJUn- /butyl -viky 1 
oarbiaol was recovered unchanged* ; Similarly’the' fully active 
hydrogen phth&lio ester of l-n- butyl vinyl carbinol was 
unaltered* ~ .
The second method tried was one due to vSkliA^&c. (qa.ttf 3f&<
K>
in which Colloidal platinum is the catalyst and acetic acid 
the solvent*."
This method was quite '.successful,and a-produo t was ; 
obtained, B*pt l5;0**151°C/?6§;. mm* In 2-|- hours■ the theoretical 
quantity of hydrogen required.' to; convert the-unsaturated' 
alcohol to th© Corresponding':-saturated, alcohol was absorbed*
. The .table below-indicates the results obtained*
. a However, ' it was d ec idsd ■ to c onve rt - the reduced product 
into the hydrogen phthalio ester - (piekard h iCeayoa,; J* II/*
}^|3. io3. . 1^1 j* . 3W*0' ester, obtained, was re crystallised 
from light petroleum • ether, and■ had H*pt* 47-AS°C*: ; further
eslutldz! ami'tha following r#smlt obtained-
0*9 grams required .D*£04S grams; IaE0
Theory' (if'the saturated 'butyl ' j 
ethyl earolnyl hyirogan 
pfcihai&te • ■
requlr@a 9*S04f grant fmaO
in attempt was limit to re&wo* the acetate of 1 * a «* fcutyl 
vinyl e&rfeinol with aluminium amalgam* In moist'ether, but 
without euoeeea*'
L a te r Sllfj^S sithoi vae adopted ,ni . a f t e r  hydre .lyaiw of -
th# product obtained., luevo rotatory s *> butyl ethyl was attaine-i./ /* ;
with physical eoimt&nte a© shown in thu.is.oXa he lew* The the# na­
utical quantity, of hydrogen r *ulred for the.reduction^was 
.abaarhed In Sj hours* .
i m
i -n * t* f% C&rblnol*
{!).By reduction of 
Vinyl compound*
IM By direct resolution of . 
31 ~ e oujpooad • ( >c<T fc_3 ^ 3 )M
$
io
0 ■ 
83
m
0*B&8S
1#4BCMMI
M*?t*of EySr- 4f*48§0 
agon pfcthalie 
©etrr* . 
alt-
ex 19 *0 4^
. ~a*iaa
■0*8SST
X*40030
47-.4S30
~19«S3°
4 «. acetate.of X * n •> Butyl vinyl 0*4*^
a-so©tat# 0f X - b * Butyl vinyl. oarolnol* 1^- n nutyX Ethyl 
~ ~ ~ C&roinol
SJ * + 4 ,3a9 (^ j10 ■* - 8,11°
reduction t I yi rolys Is*
carbinol was reduced to the corresponding.1 - n ** butyl ethyl 
carbinol.
Further the work of pickard and ..Kenyon is confirmed. She ■ 
Beauetion also indicates that la all probabilityt laevo rotatory 
uosaturated': alcohol has;.a similar configuration, to;laevo : 
rotatory saturated -alcohol (. and .'not to dextr^} .
1 - n -Butyl . vinyl carbinol’ ’SiSm
g]’* - 25.0°
NJUiit^o(Cevv> . -
r - n -Butyl Ethyl Carbinol 
8 *11°
Seduction I 
Hydrolysis.
d - acetate 1 - n «  butyl vinyl carbinol
